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' _i_ SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF THE GEMINI
•_: _, _i ENTRY AERODYNAMICS
By Arthur Miles Whttnah and David B. Howes
r Manned Spacecraft Center
_ SUMMARY .
A presentation of the aerodynamic data derived in 1967 from the analysis of flight
data for the Gemini entry module is made. These data represent the aerodynamic char-
_ acteristics exhibited by the vehicle during the entry portion of Gemini V, VIII, X, XI,
and XII missions. The entry vehicle configuration, entry modes, flight data sources,
_'I_ data uncertainties, and aerodynamic analysis method are discussed.
The resultant values for the normal-force coefficients are of questionable relia-
I bility as a result of accelerometer uncertainties. The necessity of using an assumed
i axial-force coefficient (derived from wind tunnel data_ in an analytical determination of
• _ air density precluded the determination of this coefficient from the flight data. Appar- .
• _ enUy, the angle-of-adack data are accurate to _ 1.0 ° . Although the lift-to-drag ratio
is not affected as severely by the various uncertainties as are the force coefficients, a
t comparison with the wind tunnel data indicates that the flight-generated lift-to-drag
_ ratios were consistently lower than were expected. This effect, tn part, results from
• ! _ instrumentation uncertainties that affect the accurate determination of the normal-force
coefficient.
". . ,.. INTRODUCTION
_'" ,j
_: The purposes of the Gemini Program were to insert a two-man spacecraft into a
• _' :: _ semipermanent orbit around the earth, to study man's ability to rendezvous and dock
I ! i ._iii},I_? with another orbiUng vehicle, and to demonstrate a subsequent safe return of the spaceo
craft and its occupants to the earth. Eleven entry flights of the two-man Gemini vehicle
_ were conducted during the period from April 8, 1964, through November 15, 1966.
;_'_ ,_,
One of the specific objectives of the Gemini Program was the development of the
" ' _ controlled entry techniques that are required for landing in a predicted touchdown area.
:. : :' The planned entry modes and the maneuver control program wer_ based on anticipated
spacecraft aerodynamic response as formulated from the results of wind tunnel tests.
Subsequent flight results and poor targeting success indicated that inaccuracies existed
in the aerodynamic data derived from these tests. To facUttate improved target accu-
racy and to further develop wind tunnel techniques, a more accurate determination of
the aerodynamic characteristics of the entry vehicle was attempted by means of a study
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, of the flight data and additional wind tunnel tests. This study resulted in an improved
definition of the aerodynamic characteristics of the Gemini vehicle and in improved
; i techniques for the analysis of both flight data and wind tunnel data. These improved
• : /! techniques may prove to be valuable in future evaluations of this type.
,,:'• ' The purposeofthisreportis todocument thecalculatedaerodynamic dataderived
i in 1967 for the seven Gemini flights from which adequate flight data were available.
:, These data are presented in tabular form. A description of the Gemini entry vehicle
" _, and its entry modes; the origin, availability, and reliability of the flight data; a de-
scription of the analysis technique; and a comparison with wind tunnel data are included.
" ,. -' SYMBOLS
r.._ A accelerations, ft/sec 2





i_ CD drag coefficient, dra_ force
_ _o S
t C.g. center of gravity
l
,._ !}'ii-:!. CL lift coefficient, lift force
! S .
.. ! -m A Z
..... ... ! C normal-force coefficient,
. __,. if I C resultant normal-force coefficient, + i
'"" Ay
•":-_'"_"_ Cy side-force coefficient,
' i _ho
"' i# J




"_ L/D llft-to-drag ratio, CL/C D
_;_ M Mach number
_,_ m spacecraft mass, slugs
1
\ _ q dynamic pressure, lb/ft 2
i qMAX maximum dynamic pressure, lb/ft 2
"r
' I Re Reynolds number based on d
Re2D Reynolds number behind the normal shock based on d
• S aerodynamic reference area, ft 2
T-T R elapsed time since retrofire, seconds
T R time of retrofire, seconds
• TC2B transformation matrix relating corrected inertial platform axis system to
body axis system
TIZP transformation matrix relating earth-centered inertial axis system to
misalined inertial platform axis system
TG2I transformation matrix relating geodetic axis system to earth-centered
inertial axis system t
TP2c transformation matrix relating misalined inertial platform system to cor-
•_ rected inertial platform system
u, v, w X, Y, Z body axis components of freestream velocity, ft/sec
,. V velocity, ft/sec
,..i ' VE earth relative velocity, ft/sec
.._. VE (G) earth relative velocity In the geodetic axis system, ft/'sec
W spacecraft weight, pounds




a T total angle of attack, degrees (fig. I)
/_ sidesllp angle, degrees (fig. I)
flight path angle, degrees
e longitude angle, degrees
e pitch gtmbal angle, degrees
p air density, slugs/ft 3
_ spacecraft azimuth as measured in a clockwtse direction from true north,
degrees
roll gimbal angle, degrees
_A aerodynamic roll angle, degrees (fig. 1)
yaw gimbal angle, degrees
Subscripts
• A, N relates to spacecraft body force components
' t
B relates to the spacecraft body reference system1
C relates to the corrected inertial platform reference system
G relates to the geodetic reference system 0
.. i I relates to either inertial measurement unit or body-mounted accelerometer
.., i data
i;.
P relates to mlsallned inertial platform reference system
X, Y, Z relates to axes of an orthogonal reference system
•o relates to freestream ecnditions
GEMINI ENTRY MODULE _
The Gemini spacecraft consists o! two major structural assemblies: the entry i
modul_ ar_ the adapter (ref. 1). The adapter consists of the _lulpment and rstrorockst
oectioas and Joins the entry module to4he launch vehicle. The adapter contains the pri-
mary _a euppiy, the retr_mdo rockets, end the major ¢ompoe.ents of the electrical,
4
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propulsion, and cooling systems. Because the eqt:!pment section is Jettisoned before
the time of retrofire (TR) and because the retrorocket section is separ_.ted from the
entry module after retrofire, the adapter does not influence the entry aerodynamics,
• as is discussed in this report.
, The entry module (fig. 2) is shaped like a frustum of a cone with a slightly tapered
cylindr4cal extension projecting from the smaller end. The length is 151.88 inches
: (fig. 3) and the maximum diameter is 90. 00 inches. The diameter of the forward
(smaller) end is 32.30 inches. The weight o! the module is approximately 4800 pounds.
The three primary sections of the entry module are the rendezvous and recovery
(R and R) 8ecUon, the atmospheric entry control system (formerly known as the re-
;; entry control system (RCS)) section, and the cabin section. Tile entry module also in-
cludes the heat shield and nose fairing and has no protuberancet_ that significantly affect
! the entry aerodynamics.
Rendezvous and Recovery Section
The R and R secl _on forms the forward part of the entry module and is attached
at its base to the entry control system section. The R and R section is shaped like a
tapered cylinder and has an external surface of beryllium shingles that cover an inter-
hal structure of titanium alloy.
• The R and R section houses the rende_vous radar equipment, the docking system
(on spacecraft 8 to 12), and the parachute landing system. This section is separated
from the entry control system section by a pyrotechnic device at the stgn_ for drogue-
; parachute deployment.
Entry Control System Section
The entry control system section t_ located between and Joined to the R and R and
calvin secUons. It is cylindrical in shape and consists of a titanium alloy primary
' structure that is covered by eight beryllium shingles.
The entry control system section houses the fuol and oxidizer tanks, valves., tube
• assemblies, and thrust-chantber assemblies for the entry control system. The section




The _Mn section ts shaped Uks • frustum of a coM. It is Joined at its small end
to the wt47 control system sectlon and at its base to the adAptsr usembly. The cabin
pressure vessel is eonstructMIof weldedtitanium fram_rk, stdspansls, and bulk- !
heads. The outer coatcal surface ts covered with Re_ 41 beadedshingles for heat pro-
tsction, and the blxl_dtsmetlr sad is p_ by the heat shield. Three equipment




theleftequipmentbay. Access to thecabinpressurevesselisprovidedby two struc-
turalhatches.
The cabinsectionprovidesa hospitablenvironmentforthecrew and a central
controlforthevariousspacecraftsyste_.s.Housed withinthissectionare thefollow-
Ingspacecraftsystems or major portionsthereof:environmentalcontrol,communi-
cations,guidanceand control,instrumentationand reccrding,sequence,and _cientffic
experiments. Inaddition,thecabincontainsnecessarycomponents oftheelectrical
system, thecoolingsystem, thepyrotechnics ystem, and so forth. The cabinsection
isequippedwithsurvivalequipment,emergency escape mechanisms, altparachute
bridle,and a hoistloop.
Heat Sbleld
The Gemini heatshieldis a 90-inch-diametersegment ofa 144-inch-radius
sphere. The ablativeheatshieldconsistsofa phenolichoneycomb core filledwithar_
ablativesiliconelastomer. This shieldis bondedto an unfilledhoneycomb substruc-
turethatisattachedto a titaniumsupportring. The entireassembly isencircled_'_
a fiberedge-rlngadapterand is boltedtothe largeend of_e cabinsection.
Nose Fairing
• The nose fairing is a cylindrical, fiber-glass-laminate cover that is attached to
the forward end of the R and R section. The fa;rtng is jettisoned during launch Just be-
fore spacecraft separation.
ENTRY MODES
The Gemini spacecraft is maneuvered in space by the use of an orbital attitude
and maneuver system located in the equipment-adapter section. This system is used
' to place the spacecraft in retrograde position (fig. 4) in preparation for the entry se-
quence. Then, the entry control system onboard the ent:y module ,8 activated and the
equipment-adapter section is se-tra_,ed from the entry vehicle. Next, the retrorockets
• are fired sequentially, a/ter wh.ch the retrorocket-adapter section t8 jettisoned from
the entry module. Then, the vehicle is roiled Into a predesignated entry attitude.
_ . The Gemini entry module is provided with the capability of controlling the entry
, trajectory (ref. 2). The asymmetric center of gravity (c. g. ) trims the module aerody-
namically at •n angle of attack a that p_vides • lift vector for maneuvering (fig. 5).
Maximum llftin • vertical geodetic plane is obtained by ho_.dtng a zero-bank attitude
througlumt tim entry. By rolling the module continuously •t • constant rate, the lift
vector Is rotated continuously around the fltlht path to produce a net lift of zero that
remqts in • ballistic-type entry. A 900-bsak-sagle attitude also produces zero lift in
the verttcni geod_tc pine. However, in this attitude, the lift vector is directed later-
i ally with • resultaat effect on crossrup inrlretinll. Thus, by varying the bank angles
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i_ to the right or to the left, the lift vector can be used to furnish both downrange and
•ii_i:; crossrangecorrectionsforcontroloftheentrytrajectory.
The range-control capability or touchdown "footprint" of the entry vehicle is ap-
;,_i proximately300 nauticalmilesdownrange and 50 to 60 naaticalmilestotalcrossrange.
•i_ The greatest amount (80 percent) of range-control capability exists during the approxi-
_: mately 2.5 minutesthatare requiredforthemodule todescendfrom 250 000 to
'- 170 000 feetinaltitude.Accuratecontrolcommands and accuratespacecraftresponse
_ duringthiscriticalperiodare essential.
•_ To demonst. _tte controlled entry required by the mission objectives, two different
: entry control methods were developed for the entry module: the zero-lifting mode and
_ the modulated-lifting mode. For each mode, a reference trajectory guidance method
is used in which the state v_triables along a reference entry path are precomputed, and
_(_ storedvaluesare used by theguidanceprogram tocontrolthe spacecraftontothenom-
_ inalreferencepathor toestablisha new trajectoryto reachthetarget. The computer
_ begins to provide these guidance commands in the form of required bank angles at an
acceleration level of 0. 03g (1_.0 ft/sec2). These computer-commanded bank angles
• eithermay be maintainedmanuallyby thepilotor automaticallyby thecontrolsystem.
Zero-LiRingEntry Mode
The zero-liftingentrymode isbased on a zero-llft(ballistic)referencetrajec-
tory. The command logiccontrolsthe spacecraftliftvectortoguidethemodule onto
a zero-liftrajectorythatterminatesatthetargetpoint. Ifno crossrangeerror exists,
, a maximum-lift attitude is maintained until the reference trajectory that coincides with
the target point is reached. When the flight _ath of the entry module intersects the ref-
erence trajectory,a constantrollrateof 15 )/secisinitiatedtoplacethespacecraft
._ intoballisticentry. This rollingmotionis interrdptedperiodlcallyto command such
: lift as is required to place the vehicle back onto the reference trajectory.
t
The command logic planned for the Gemini II, rr[, and IV missions was based on
_ a zero-lift reference trajectory. On the Gemini VI_ to XII missions, a command logic
-, *' was used thatinvolveda similarreferencetrajectorybutthatwas improved by thead-
ditionofa Coriollscorrectionequationtodecreasethecrossrangeerror. The greatly
improved targetingaccuracyoftheselatterflightswas attributabletotheguidancelogic
• t that was designed to be relatzvely insensitive to the spacecraft aerodynamic coefficients.
t Modulated Entry Mode
'! The modulated entry mode is based on a half-lift reference trajectory that termi-
nates near the center of the range-control capability. The command logic does not at-
tempt to maneuver the vehicle onto the reference trajectory but commmlds a
modulated-lift trajectory that has the proper longitudinal range to reach the target.
' Deviations from the reference conditions are used to predict the correct constant-lift
or constant-bank-angle trajectory. The magnitude of the bank angle is determined by
the stored downrange capability of the module. If the downrm_e component of range to
target is equal to the predicted half-lift range, the module maintains a constant bank
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. angle of 60 ° ; if the downrange component is greater than the predicted half-lift range,
a more shallow bank angle is commanded; and, if the predicted half-lift range is
_ greater than the downrange component of range to target, a steeper bank angle is corn-
: manded. The resulting crossrange error is corrected by reversing the direction o_
bank when the crossrange error is equal to the crossrange capability of the module.




Certain entry parameters of the Gemini XII mission (which are typical of all
• i flights) representing that portion of the trajectory from 300 000 feet to guidance termi-
; nation are shown in figure 6 (the zero time line corresponds to a 300 000-foot space-
• : craft altitude). These parameters include dynamic pressure _., flight path angle _,
Mach number M, altitudeh, Reynoldsnumber Re, Reynoldsnumber behin,ltheshock
: Re2D , and rollangle _A"
The Gemini XIIentrywas conductedintheautomaticmode usingentryguidance
logic. From 400 000 feetuntilguidanceinitiation,a constant45° southbank anglewas
• held. At approximately18 seconds,as shown infigure6, thecomputer began to com-
mand thenecessarybank angleto guidethespacecraftothetarget. Afterseveral
minor corrections,thecontrolsystem maintaineda near 0° bank angle(maximum lift)
frem 80 to 168 secondswitha consequentdecreaseintheflightpathangle. At 168 sec-
onds, a constantroll:ratewas initiatedand maintaineduntil215 seconds,when an ad-
ditlonalpositivedownrange correctionwas commanded. The directionof rollwas
reversed at 230 seconds and again at 270 seconds to provide crossrange corrections.
i _ A slight reversal was commanded at 224 seconds to command additional downrange ca-
_ pabtlity. Spacecraft guid_nce was terminated at 346 seconds. The perturbations in
Mach number reflectchangesintheentryenvironment(temperature).
i A summary of t[_ entry parameters for the seven flights for which the aerodynam-
ic characteristicswere computed isgivenintableI. The parameters includetime from
' i" : 400 000 feet to drogue,-parachute deployment, velocity V at 400 000 feet, flight path
- j




:il " The dynamic and staticstabilitycharacteristicsofthe Gemini configurationwere
"": investigated by means of a wind tunnel test program. There were five separate phases
it• in the development of these data. The first three phases, designated Series I, II, and
• ' I I]I, were conducted by the hardware contractor. The fourth and fifth phases were con-ducted by the U.S. Air Force Arnold Engineering and Development Center (AEDC) and
_ the NASA Ames Research Center (ARC), The Gemini wind tunnel data
respectively.




The Series I tests resulted in the basic aerodynamic data for the early Gemini
flights. These tests were conducted in three different wind tunnels to include the re-
quired range of flight Mach numbers. The wind tunnels used and the respective Mach
number ranges tested were the McDonnell Douglas Polysonic Tunnel, 0. 5 to 4.86; the
Langley 11-inch Hypersonic Tunnel, 6.86 to 9.67; and the McDonnell Douglas Hyper-
sonic Impulse Tunnel, 15, 20, and 25.
The basic hypersonic data involved large uncertainties, and the derived values
' were later considered questionable. Data from the McDonnell Douglas Hypersonic
Impulse TuTmel had excessive scatter because of tunnel instrumentation that was inad-
equate to define the test Reynolds number and severe vertical vibrations of the test
model as a result of starting flow shock. These data indicated the presence of a Mach
number effect and the absence of a Reynolds number effect. The Series I data were im-
proved by a comparison with the aerodynamic data of the Gemini II and HI missions to
produce the flight-modified wind tunnel data used in this paper _or comparison.
Series II Tests
Dissatisfaction with the Series I test results led to the development of improved
techniques of data acquisition and model design in the McDonnell Douglas Hypersonic
Impulse Tunnel. The contractor-sponsored Series II tests were conducted to assess
• these improvements in tunnel capability. These tests were conducted using a 9-percent
test model at a single Mach number (15) with the angle of attack ranging from 150 ° to
! 180 ° in 10 ° increments only. A range of Reynolds number per foot from 5500 to 80 000
was investigated.
: Again, data scatter occurred, resulting from vertical vibration, and the analysis
was complicated further by the limited angle-of-attack data. The Series II data indi-
cated the presence of a Reynolds number effect in that the normal-force coefficient
CN and axial-force coefficient CA did not fol:ow expected trends, r
Series HI Tests
: _:i The Series rn tests w_re initiated by the U.S. Air Force Gemini B Program.
_ These tests were conducted in the McDonnell Douglas Hypersonic Impulse Tunnel using
:: i the same test model as was used in the previous tests (with minor alterations to the
ill umbilical falrings). A new support system was provided to eliminate the vibration! problem, and an electronic filtering system was installed to aid in the elimination of
• _ data scatter. The tests produced data for Mach numbers 15, 18, and 22 for an angle- _"
of-attack range of 152 ° to 180 ° in 4° increments. A freestre,.m Reynolds number
per foot range of 28 700 to 143 000 was investigated. The test analysis did not indicate




/Arno!d E_neering and Development Center Tests
• At the time, the Gemini spacecraft was the only lifting vehicle for which both
wind tunnel and flight data were available for comparisor. The contract wind tunnel
operator at the AEDC recognized this comparison as a potential means of improving
the AEDC wind tunnel performance and requested an opportunity to conduct Gemini
tests. This request led to the testing of Gemini models at the AEDC. These tests
were made in the Von Karman Gas Dynamics Facility Tunnels L and F for Mach hum-\
bers between 6.89 and 20. A Reynolds number per foot _:ange of 26.2 to 2370 was in-
vestigated. The angles of attack ranged from 165 ° to 180 ° in 5° increments. A
6.7-percent model was used in Tunnel F and 0. 5- and 0. 75-inch models were used in
Tunnel L.
The correlation of these data was based on a Reynolds number that would exist
_ : behind a normal shock in the test section. This method resulted in improved data in
which a Reynolds number effect on the normal-force coefficient and the pitching-moment
coefficient was indicated. This effect appears to become a consistent full-range trend
if proper consideration is given to variations in center-of-pressure values.
Ames Research Center Tests
Freeflight tunnel data were developed for the Gemini module at the ARC. These
data were obtained at a Mach number of 14, a freestream Reynolds number per foot of
96 000, and a 12 000 ° R stagnation temperature. The Reynolds number was varied by
• changes in model size. Trimmed flight at various angles of attack was provided by an
offset center of gravity.
_ The data indicated that there is a considerable reductior in the lift-to-drag ratio
_ (L/D) at lower Reynolds numbers for a given angle of attack. The data accuracy is
• _i t!uestionable, especially for model sizes of 0. 25 inch or smaller.
• I
FLIGHT DATA
: The basic flight data are composed of both independent measurements and analyt-
1 ically derived parameters that are based on the interrelationship of certain of these
_: i basic measurements. Various problems, mechanical and analytical, precluded the
gathering of completedatafor each of the 12 Gemini flights. The aerodynamic analysis
quate flight data were available; the reliability of the analyses, when conducted, was
• ; dependent on the relative quality of the available flight data.
t Data Sources
The basic components used in evaluating the entry aerodynamics include on-




!:_ Onboard measurements. - Because the requireddatawere generatedduringthe
_i: communicationblackout,the dataused inthisa:mlysiswere coliectedand storedinthe
:'._: onboard recorder. These datawere furnishedtotherecorderby theonboardcomputer
_" and consistedof thefoUowinginformation.
z I. IMU accelerationsA
_' 2. Body=mounted accelerations
_ 3. PlatformgimbalanglespitchO, roll _b,and yaw
/ 4. Earth relativevelocityV E
i_i_ ', 5. Flightpathangle ,_
_ 6. Spacecraft azimuth
_. The recorded onboard measurements were submitted to a postflight smoothing
process;themeasurements were curve-fittedtoprovidetherefineddatathatwere used
,_ in the aerodynamic analysis. The basic measuring device for determining these data is
_ theGemini IMU. The IMU containsa gtmbal-mountedstableplatformupon which are
_i
_i mounted three miniature integrating gyros and three pulse integrating pendulous accel..
ii erometers. The stable platform provides a gyro=stabilized three-axis orthogonal ref-
_ erence system, accelerationsignals generatedby thethreeorthogonallymounted
_ accelerometers, and angular sensor monitoring of angles between spacecraft and plat-
form axes. Accumulated accelerometer counts for each reference axis were furnished
_ to the onboard computer as output pulses that represent incremental velocity. These
, _ output pulses were averaged in 2.43-second cycles with a 0.1 fps read-out resolution
1 toproducenetvelocityvaluesforeach time interval.The valuesobtainedwere de-
velopedby use ofthecomputer toprovidespacecraftvelocity,flightpathangle,and
_ spacecraft heading. The three platform gtmbaf angles that represent spacecraft atti- '
rude in relation to the inertial reference frame also were furnished to the computer by
the IMU.
., It should be noted that the configuration of the spacecraft instrumentation that
provided these onboard measurements was not planned to facilitate an aerodynamic
analysis but was designed to perform the primary mission of spacecraft guidance and
, control. The significance of this fact will be borne out in later discussion of data ac=
I" curacy and its effect on the aerodynamic analysis.
•, Additional onboard measurements were furnished by three body-mounted struc-
"i rural accelerometers. Before the Gemini V mission, the acceleration data used tn the
_ ,_ aerodynamic analyses were measured by these accelerometers.
Radar data.- Tracking stations of the NASA Manned Space Flight Network pro-
vided the necessary azlmuth_ range, and angular height measurements, from which the
radar version of the entry trajectory was calculated. This information was used to
evaluate and correct the flight-generated data (spacecraft velocity, flight path angle,





Air density, data. - When possible, sounding rockets were launched in the general
entry area to provide the basic measurements for determining freestream air density
• • p_. The maximum altitude from which density was measured by these rockets was
approximately 160 000 feet. Density estimates for altitudes higher than 160 000 feet
i were derived by means of extrapolation of the sounding rocket data.
An analytical technique, independent of sounding rocket data, was used to develop
_ _ density data for some of the later Gemini flights. This method is based on onboard ac-
, celerometer sensings and the known axial coefficient as derived from wind tunnel tests.
, Weight and balance measurements. - Spacecraft weight and center-of-gravity data
were measured by vertical and horizontal alinement fixtures that incorporated three
electronic load ceils as weighing devices. These data were furnished by the spacecraft
: _ _ manufac.turer before the flight. Inflight changes in weight and final postflight weight
• data were determined analytically. The postflight center-of-gravity data also were
, computed.
Available Flight Data
• Of the basic flight parameters, onboard measurements furnished by the guidance
and control system are of primary importance in the analysis method used in this re-
port. Sufficient guidance and control data are available from the Gemini II, III, V, VIII,
X, XI, and XII missions.
The Gemini I mission was a launch-vehicle test and no planned entry was con-
- ducted for this flight. The guidance and control data for Gemini II, although usable,
were of less than desired quality because of timing uncertainties. An attempt to adjust
i " these uncertainties on Gemini III data had questionable results. The Gemini IV guidance
and control data were unacceptable as a result of a malfunction in the onboard computer.
i Similarly, an onboard tape recorder malfunction precluded the retrieval of these data
-___: for the Gemini VI, VII, and IX missions.\.
_ The other basic parameters of flight data (radar, weight and balance, and air den-
} stty) are available for all flights except Gemini VIII, from which only guidance and con-
' trol data and weight and balance measurements could be obtained. This mission
i terminated in a secondary recovery area in the western Pacific, and a consequent lack
• " _ of sounding rocket measurements and adequate radar data precluded both the determina-
'_.... tion of air density data and the development of radar corrections for the best estimate
,, of trajectory. A summary of the available flight data and the relative quality of the data
, : recorded for each flight are given in table II.
• i . Data Accuracy
• Various uncertainties are attendant to the basic parameters that were used in the
aerodynamic analysts of the Gemini flight data. An estimate of these uncertainties,
their origin, and their effect (if any) on the calculation of the final aerodynamic data
are discussed as follows.
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/Body accelerometers.-The alinementofthebody accelerometerson thespace-
/ craft is not exact and an error of 5 to 20 arc minutes is possible. The full-scale un-
:_: certainty and the telemetry (pulse-coded h_odulations) uncertainty of the accelerometers
_ contribute to a potential +_1.28-percent error that is equal to +_0. 2816g for the X axis
and + 0. 0768g for the Y or Z axes. These uncertainties had a serious effect on the de-
!: terminationofthebody coefficienLsand theresultantlift-to-dragratiofortheflightsL
(Gemini H and HI) in which the body accelerometers were the primary sources of accel-
eration data.
_ Inertialmeasurement unitaccelerometers,o The uncertaintiesinaccelerometer
measurement, as discussed in the following paragraphs, have little influence on target-
lng accuracy or on the performance of any other task that the IMU is designed to accom-
plish. However, these uncertainties introduce a significant potential error into the
_i calculationofairdensitydataand thenormal-forcecoefficients,which severelyham-
'. pers thedeterminationofaerodynamic characteristicsofthe Gemini entryvehicle.
The data measured by the IMU accelerometers are more accurate than the body accel-
_ erometer data, and there is no significant misalinement of the accelerometers relative
to the stable platform. The actual acceleration sensings are accarate to _+0. 04 percent;
however, the resolution threshold and the method of averaging accelerometer counts
produce data uncertainties that hinder the determination of the aerodynamic force
coefficients.
The read-out resolution of the IMU accelerometers limits the recorded measure-
ment of any velocity increment (representing acceleration) that is smaller than the
• quanitizingincrement (0.I ft/sec)dividedby thetime interval(2.43seconds)over
which thevelocitywas averaged. Thus, theminimum sensedaccelerationthattheac-
celerometers can record is 0.1 ft/sec " 2.43 seconds, or 0. 0412 ft/sec 2. Therefore,
when the entry module first enters the atmosphere, the order of magnitude of the accel-
erations is such that accurate accelerometer readings are unobtainable. Because the
' accelerometer uncertainty is directly related to the magnitude of the sensed accelera-
! tion, the degree of uncertainty caused by read-out resolution for each of the three ac-
_ celerometers is dependent on the orien_ation of the IMU platform with regard to the s
, . total acceleration vector. For a typical Cemini entry trajectory, the uncertainty in the
_ measurement of the spacecraft axial acceleration at 300 000 feet is 6 to 8 percent.
" , _ However, the acceleration uncertainty at the same altitude in directions normal to the
spacecraft X axis can be as high as several hundred percent, depending on platform
orientation and spacecraft acceleration at this point on a given entry.
: _ The magnitude of the acceleration uncertainties resulting from read-out resolu-
' _ tion is reduced as the acceleration increases. However, an additional accelerometer
_ uncertainty is introduced at this #oint in the trajectory by data averaging. By meansr
ii _i_i_i of the onboard computer time cycle, the IMU accelerometers provide average velocity
.....i increments for 9. 43-second time intervals instead of actual point-to-point acceleration '
! measurements. These averaged velocities are not necessarily representative of the
' acceleration at the end of the measured time Interval, especially when the acceleration
15 Increasing or decreasing rapidly. For a typical Gemini entry trajectory, the maxi-
mum uncertainty in axial acceleration measurements caused by data averaging Is esti-
nutted to be approximately 5 percent. As the point of maximum acceleration is
approached, the time rate of change of acceleration approaches zero. Therefore, at
the point of maximum acceleration, the uncertainty in axial acceleration measurements
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caused by averaging is zero and, because of the large magnitude of acceleration
• (_150 ft/sec2), the uncertainty caused by read-out resolution is negligible. The net
result is that the uncertainties in the measurement of axial accelerations become
smaller at the lower end of the hypersonic range. The uncertainties caused by data
averaging in acceleration measurements normal to the spacecraft X axis are influenced
by platform orientation in much the same way as are the uncertainties caused by read-
out resolution. Typically, low magnitude and oscillatory sensings along the Y and
Z axes produce large uncertainties in these data.
The acceleration uncertainties introduce a potential 50- to 200-percent error into
the determination of the normal-force coefficients for a typical entry. The apparent
effect of these uncertainties on the calculation of the lift-to-drag ratio is to bias the
data toward values that are somewhat lower than actually undergone by the vehicle dur-
ing entry.
Because of the large uncertainties associated with the air density data provided
by sounding rockets, the axial accelerations are used in conjunction with the wind tunnel
derived axial-force coefficients to develop usable air density daia. These data have a
potential error of 6 to 12 percent as a result of the acceleration uncertainties mentioned
previously.
Attitude.- The resolution of the gimbal angles by the IMU has an uncertainty of
0. 004 ° . This slight uncertainty has no significance in relating the stable platform to
:, the spacecraft body. However, an uncertainty in the relationship of the stable platform
• i to the local horizontal inertial reference system is caused by platform misalinement.
This uncertainty is introduced before retrofire when the pilot attempts to aline the plat-
form with the local horizont_d. The exact value of this alinement error cannot be cal-
culated but can only be estimated by comparing the guidance and control data with the
i i radar data in the development of the best estimate of trajectory. An additional uncer-
tainty is interjected at this point as a result of the inability of the best estimate of tra-
_ jectory to define the altitude to less t_.an a 3000- to 5000-foot uncertainty range. A
resultant uncertainty of approximately +_1.0 ° in platform alinement was estimated for
: Gemini missions up to Gemini IX, and an uncertainty of _+0.5 ° was estimated for the
• , i remaining flights. This potential error affects the angle-of-attack calculations, intro-
ducing an uncertainty in angle of attack and sideslip that is equal to the a_inement
uncertainty.
Air density. - The data measured by sounding rockets up to the maximum sampled
altitude of i60 0b0 feet have an uncertainty range of 5 to 10 percent. The uncertainty
{ in the extrapolated data for higher altitudes was 15 to 20 percent. In addition, the
_ sounding rocket data were not extrapolated horizontally to convert the density data from
F i the sample area to an adjacent point on the entry trajectory. The uncertainty in the al-
l • ' ',
i, _.., Utude_ as furnished by Lhe best estimate of trajectory, results in an additional density
• uncerta#nty of pproximately 3 to 5 percent pe 1000 feet of altitude er or for a total
' _ additional density uncertainty of 10 to 15 percent. These potential inaccuracies in the
i calculation of the sir density have a significant effect on the determination of reliaOle _body coefficient data that preclud n accur te correlation with the wind tunnel d ta.






The alternate technique for calculating density, based on onboard accelerometer
_ sensings and the known axial coefficients of the body, had a maximum apparent uncer-
,_ tainty of 6 to 12 percent, as previously discussed. This method was used on the
_. Gemini V and succeeding flights to provide density data for the calculation of force
coefficients. A shortcoming of this technique is that, because axial coefficients are
assumed, only normal- and side-force coefficients (CN and Cy, respectively) can be
determined from the analytically derived density data.
Weight and balance. - Weight data are based on preflight measurements as modi-
fied by postflight estimates of spacecraft weight loss that, in turn, is based on hardware
,: expended, remaining consumable liquids, and so forth. The degree of uncertainty in
i this weight data is unknown, but it is not believed to have a significant effect on the
- calculation of body coefficients or the angle of attack, especially when compared to the
_ potential air density error. The uncertainty concerning the location of the center of
gravityisapproximately_+0.25 inchalongtheX axisofthe spacecraftand _+0.1 inch
,' along the Y and Z axis. Although this uncertainty has no effect on the calculation of
, flight aerodynamics, it does hinder the correlation of flight data with wind tunnel data,
making it difficult to determine if a lack of correlation is the result of poor wind tunnel
data or the c.g. error. A summary of the estimated data uncertainties for the Gemini
flights that have been subjected to the aerodynamic analysis is given in table III.
DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
To exerciseaccurateguidancecontrolduringentry,a completeunderstandingof
the maneuver responseofthespacecraftis required. This responseis dependenton
theaerodynamic propertiesexhibitedby thevehicleas itpasses throughtheupper at-
mosphere. A determinationofthesepropertiescan be made by a datareductionpro-
i gram that uses complete information describing the attitude and all forcesspacecraft
, that acted on the vehicle during the entry.
1 p
The maneuver response of the entry module is controlled by the vehicle lift-to-
" drag ratio. The purpose of the analysis described in this report ts to compute the
• _ _ resultant lift-to-drag ratios that are generated by the entry vehicle at the varying
angles of attack and velocities calculated for each 2.43-second increment of recorded
entry data. The basic analysis technique was formulated by the Gemini hardware con-
' _ tractor at the request of the NASA. Modifications to this technique were made _ts
,. needed during the course of the evaluation program.
Computation of Aerodynamic Angles
The aerodynamic angles (a, _, _A' m,d aT) are functions of the vehicle vel-
ocity compvnents relative to the airstream as measured in the body axis system. To
coml_uts these velocity components from the gvt_llable data, it is necessary to first
calcu!ate the earth relative velocity in the geodetic axis system VE (G). The basis
for this calculation is the spacecraft relative velocity, flight path angle, and azimuth
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as provided by the best estimate of trajectory. Then, the spacecraft total freestream
velocityvectorcan be transformedfrom thegeodeticaxissystem tothebody axis
system by a seriesoffourtransformationmatrices.
The firstmatrix (TG2I) relatesthegeodeticaxissystem totheearth-centered
inertialaxissystem (fig.7). Thistransformationisbased on thespacecraft rajectory
positionas providedby thebestestimateoftrajectory.The secondtransformation
', (TI2P)relatestheinertialaxissystem tothe misalinedinertialplatformaxissystem
(fig.7)and isbased on recordedplatformalinementdata. The thirdtransformation
.... (TP2C), relatingthe mlsalinedinertialplatformaxissystem tothecorrectedinertial
platformaxissystem, isbased on estimatedplatformmlsallnementdata (fig.7). The
• finalmatrix (TC2B)relatesthecorrectedinertialplatformaxissystem tothespace-
craftoodyaxis system basedon platformgtmbal angledata(fig.7).
The aerodynamicanglescan thenbe calculatedfrom thecomponents ofthetotal
freestreamvelocityvector. The aerodynamicangleanalysisprogram isillustratedin
figure 8.
ComputationofLift-W-Drag Ratio
The llft-to-dragratioisbased on the relationshipof theliftcoefficientC L tothe
• drag coefficientC D. These coefficientscan be computed from theaccelerationmea-
surements thatare providedby theIMU or thebody-mounted accelerometers.
The firststepinthiscomputationisthetransformationoftheIMU acceleration
datafrom theinertialplatformaxissystem tothebody axissystem. Then, theforce
, coefficients CA, Cy, and CN relative to the body axes are calculated from either
the IMU accelerations or the body-mounted accelerations. The resultant normal-force t
coefficient CNR can then be determined by computing the square root of the sum of the
' squares of CN and Cy.w
The coefficients of lift and drag can be calculated as functions of CNR, CA, andJ
_ a T. The resultant aerodynamic coefficients CL and CD, relative to the airstream,
• can be compared to determine the lift-to-drag ratio. A flow diagram illustrating the
• force coefficient analysis program is shown In figure 9.W
, FLIGHT-DERIVED AERODYNAMIC DATA
t The as_lynamic data that wer_ derived from the analysts of the entry flight data
are presented in tables IV to X. These data include the following parameters: elapsed
time since retrofLrep angle of attack, yaw angle, aerodynamic roll angle, total
16
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angle of a_tack, axial-force coefficient, normal-force coefficient, side-force coeffi-
• cient, total PY_-to-drag ratio) freestream Mach number, Reynolds number, Reynolds
_ number behind the shock) and freestream air density.
_ The complete evaluation technique was not as fully developed during the analysis
:_ of the Gemini II and DI data as it was for later flights. Consequently, the resultant
' aerodynamic parameters are less accurately defined and Reynolds numbers are not
, _ available for these .+woflights.
•_ A comparison of the flight-generated aerodynamic data (L/D and and _T) with the
flight-modified wind tunnel data is presented in figures 10 to 14 for Gemini flights V,
"- VIII, X, XI, and XII, respectively. The plotted wind tunnel data are based on the re=
suits of Series I wind tunnel tests as modified by Gemini II and III flight data.
A large amount of data scatter is present in the higher Mach number range
(Mach 24 to 32). This scatter tn the a T data results from the lack of aerodynamic
trim capability at lower dynamic pressures. Similar scarier in the L/D data is caused
by the previously mentioned lack of trim capability combined with the effects of read- t
out resolution and averaging on the recorded accelerometer data.
The relative smoothness of the Gemini V data (fig. 10) rcsults from the use of a
more sensitive rate-damping control mode during the entry portion of this flight. The
spacecraft stabilization and control system was in the "rate-command" mode with a
• : 0.5°/sec rate-damping deadband in pitch) roll) and yaw com_red with the normally
used ))entry )) mode that has a rate-damping deadband of 2.0 _sec in roll and 4.0°/sec
in pitch and yaw.
vscumoN
The Gemini aerodynamic parameters presented in this report represent the best
i data that can be calculated from the lnflight measurements. The degree of reliability
, ; that can be placed on each of the basic aerodynamic parameters (aT) CN, Cy) CA,?
and L/D) is dependent on the various flight data uncertainties and their influence on the _.
•' _ aerodynamic derivarioas. This reliability ra_es from acceptable for a T to highly




anirle. The flight path angle uncertainty hecoemiderodto be neirlli_ble, and an analysts





calculationsforallGemini flightsexceptGemini ]Iand IIL The use ofthesedatapre-
cludesthedeterminationof CA valuesfrom theflightdata. However, the CA values
derivedfrom wind tunneldataforsuch blunt-nosedconfigurationsas theGemini vehicle
have been demonstratedto be reasonablyaccurate,and the CA valuespresentedin
thisreportare believedtobe reliable.
The accuracyof CN and Cy calculationsisgreatlyimpairedby thelargeun-
certaintiesinaccelerometerdataand by the6 to 12 percentuncertaintyinthecalcu-
. lated density data. The expectedly small normal- and side-force coefficients result in
low magnitude accelerometer sensings (along the axes that describe these coefficients)
that consequently fall in the range of the most significant accelerometer uncertainties
resulting from read-out resolution and averaging. The resultant uncertainty in CN
and Cy can be as high as several hundred percent, and little confidence can be placed
in the CNR values thus obtained.
Lift-to-DragRatio
The L/D is influenced by the assumed uncertainties in aT and by the estimated
accelerometer uncertainties that affect CNR and CA. However, it can be demonstra-
._ ted, by placing represenhttive values into the equation for L/D, that the total contribu-
_ tton of the CNR uncertainty to L/D values is less than 20 percent for a worst-case
situation, and this uncertainty does r,ot necessarily result in an error of like magnitude.
By expressing the force coefficients in the equation for L/D in terms of the as-
i sumed CA and the estimated air density equation, the equation for L/D is reduced to|
" _ sin a T _ cos a T• |
. . cos a T ± sin a T
" = °I
from which it can be seen that L/D is not affected by the assumed CA.
!
The effect of the _ I. 0° uncertainty in a T on the calculations of L/I) is approx- i
imately 10 to 15 percent. This u_ertAinty is bl_J4_ ill one direction or another for _i
each flllht depending an the trisonomstrie effect of the platform aUnement error for thettcutar ntOt. |
18
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(_ Comparison of Flight Data with Wind Tunnel Data
"*_. As can be noted in the comparison of flight data with wind tu_'nel data (figs. 10
/ to 14), the flight-generated L/D values are consistently lower thai were anticipated
_ by wind tunnel test results. In the data representing the Gemini XI and XII flights
; (figs. 13 _nd 14), there is substantial agreement between the flight a T and the wind
, tunnel aT, kit the flight L/D is lower than the wind tunnel L/D by approximately
0. 05. Although the flight a T is somewhat higher than the wind tunnel a T in t__
Gemini VIII and X comparison (figs. 11 and 12), the L/D v_lues are in general agree-
sent instead of being higher, as would normally be expected. The Gemini V compari-
• son (fig. 10) shows that where the flight a T is slightly lower than the wind tunnel aT,
_i the fltght L/D values are correspondingly much lower.
! The lack of agreement between wind tunnel a T and flight-generated a T for
flights V, VIII, and X is apparently a result of the misalinement and c.g. uncertain-
ties. It is believed Umt the effect of re_l-_t resolution on the AN and Ay mea_re--
ments produces consistently low CNR values. The effect of this CNR error is to
bias the flight-generated L/D to values that are both lower than actually undergone
by the spacecraft and lower than anticipated by wind tunnel tests.
• CONCLUDING REMARKS
. Inadequate _pacecraft instrumentation and other deficiencies in data _athering
techniques combined to introduce uncertainties that severely compromised the quality
i of the fillet-derived aerodynamic data. The analysts profram that was used to calcu-' late these data was somewhat deficient in that the tot_ effect of these potential uncer-
tainties was not anticipated completely. Improvements in instrumentation and data
• . ' gathering and a comprehensive error analysts are esse_sd to any future program of
i this type if more accurate resultant data are to he oMzined.
The correlaAton of the resultant normtd-force and 8zbd-force coefficients pre-
, sentsd in tide report with the wind tunnel data ha8 little Mjnlflcance except in s qual-
' _ ltative aspect. The lift.to-drag data are le_ Neeltive to the accelerometer uncer-
taintiee than are the force coefficients, and the data pnol_d_ follow the san_e curve
! as the wind hmml data. lloveeer, the accum_7 of the lift-re-drag data is greatly
-1 impaired by the _ wrmal-force coefficient uncertainty. The total-angle-of-! , .!
,_ : 4 attack data are comddored relatively _ccurats and thetr correlation v_th the wind tunnel
i data te of • -,ere quantttaflve m_,re.
Th_ aiZn_Lcence of the data cou_,_nod tn tld8 report to in terms of provtdtng re_-
erencenudertalcl_a_ theproblems _ _weults of tbo _|ect aaalysts rather than of
provtdin_ tnfo_ of • direct or ufllit_an nature, a complete coqptlauee of the
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problems encountered in this analysts should provide the basts for tmpro.lements in
systems and programing that will improve future analyses of this type.
Manned SpacecxRft Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Houston, Texas, November 17, 1972
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"_, TABLE I. - SUMMARY OF GEMINI ENTRY PARAMETERS
._
_ I. Time from Relative
: 400 000 ft Relative flight path Maximum Maximum
_ Gemini velocity at dynamic :
i mission to drogue 400 000 ft, angle at load factor,• pressure,
: deploymentD ft/sec 400 000 ft, g
:_ sec deg Ib/ft 2
II a414 24 302 -2.87 9.9 657
m 575 24 054 -1.05 4.3 272
•'_ V 449 24 378 -1.66 7.1 414
VIII 600 24 403 -1.30 5.4 359
i
• ,, X 518 24 481 -1.74 5.5 _00
XI 581 24 381 -1.40 5.8 407
XII 543 24 368 _ -1.65 6.3 425








".... TABLE IV.-SUMMARY OF AERODYNAMIC DATA FOR GEMINI 11
.... a, B,
T._R, de_ de9 d_' de_' CA CN Cy LID Moo Po_I
_605,2 16_.00 -1,_7 ""':'_b,51 I6_,OP -1.07 0.01 t n.n00 .208 _5,2 2,||_[-n? _
607.6 166.76 2.1, 0.3_ |6_.62 -1._8 0.00J ; 0.003 .269 24.g . _._0_[*07
609,9 164,33 _-0,37 -1,3| 1_U,33 -J._4 0,004 _,00R ,266 24.6 . _,_Ot[-O?
• _" 612.5 163,8_ 3,_0 10,2_ 1_3,60 -1,_9 0,0n0 -n,05_ ,2m? 2_,3 _,02_(-07
161_,9 16_,3_ . -0,13 '-0,4_ 1_,3_ -1._1 0.000 fl,OOn ,2_9 2_.0 3,36_[-07
L :617'2 161,8_ 0,R3 2,53 1_1,8" "1,m9 0,007 "N*O0_ *3PO 23,7 ' 3"721['07
f61q,6 161.9_ ''0,_3 "1*U_ 1_1"95 "t._b 0,010 fl*020 '3_7 23,_ **_2_[--07
:626,q l_q,9* -2,16 -7,9_ |_t,8_ -t,._S 0,016 0,01fl ,_a_ _,_ q,77_[-07
1629,2 16_,9q 0.36 _,3_ |_.?a -t,_6 0,020 .fl,_3_ ,2_7 _2,1 _,_O_[-N?
1631,6 165,_? 1,74 6,b0 16S,17 -1,_8 0,028 fl,O00 ,2_9 21,8 7,0S_[-07
163_.0 16_.30 1._0 3.S_ 1_.27 -|._ 0.0_0 -fl.OlO .2_6 _1.4 ;7.q21[-07
_63_.5 163.50 1.74 5.8_ 1_3.q1 *10_? 0.0_8 *_.010 .209 P1.1 . R0_3_[-07
'. _'6,0 163,_7 "1,12 -3,91 _!63,95 "1._6 " 0,0_ 0,00_ ,3P? _9*_ l*_gq_'@F
16_8,5 165,8_ -0,_3 -2,Sn 1_5,84 -_,_9 0,0_6 -fl,nO_ ,2R9 |9,1 t,_40£-0_
660,9 166,17 -0,0_ -0,17 :¶_,17 -|*?U 0,026 -fl,OO? ,2fl2 |0,8 1._87(-0_
653.2 |66.10 O._t 0.9? l_6.0q o|.68 0.030 _._03 .2_0 16.* I*?qP[-O_
66S,6 166,00 0,7_ _,66 165,_A -1,66 0,028 _,flO* ,_|3 i?,g t,q_P[-O_
666,0 1_5,30 l,_q 6,g_ 1_,2, -I,69 0,030 -_,003 ,212 17,9 _,161[-0_
_60,5 16_,2_ 1,_9 b,_7 , I_,1_ -$,70 0,030 _,001 ,2_1 |?,l P,_3_[-0_
• .66_,_ 163,71 0,02 0,0? 1fl3,7! "|,71 0,013 -_,003 ,2_6 16,7 _*72_[-0_
"'667.6 16_.?1 *0.?0 -_,5_ 1_**6a -I.66 0,036 *fl. O0_ .3fll |_.9 _.497[°0_
_677.!. 166.15 I*10 *047 1_6.2t -J._9 0.030 _.flO_ ._06 13.8 q._3_[.-OF
I " 67g,6 |6S,R_ !,08 6,17 !_,61 -t.q? 0,03_ _,00_ ,1_0 13,3 _,q5_[*O_
r681,0 .165,5S t,_! 6,IP 16_,60 01,60 0,038 fl,o0_ ,_n6 1_,8 _,70n[00_
'+: 68_,S 164,63 O,Oq ],lq 164,6! -J,_9 0.036 _,no_ ,2Ps |_,$ ?,72_[-0_
/ ! ;66_.2 . 163.7_ -0.?! +8.4P t65.77 -|.60 0.0_8 O.nO_ ._78 10.8 1*_17[-00
'! 1691*6 164.3_ -O.lfl -0._4 |64.]_ -J._i 0.000 _.nOm ._ 10._ 1.16_[-0_
_.S 167.?? -O.p? -1.16 167.7_ 0|.?0 0.0_1 fl.OOP ,!_1 8.9 I._3_[-0_
_69_,q _6q,ot -L,_| -6,8q _66,_0 -t,?O 0,0_1 -O+_OS ,|05 6._ !,_76[-0_'
• _ 701,1 16_,q_ _,01 _0,0_ 16q,q_ *|,?l 0,041 _,00, ,169 7,S |*?$_[*0_
*. _ ; 703.6 |70.3_ 1.36 7.91 tT_.l_ *l._? 0.031 0.000 .1_? 7.0 I.el?[-O_
.# .' + 706.0 _70.7q 0._4 0.14 |70.7_ -1._? 0.030 oO.nOP .1_9 6.6 P.1_0[-0_
708.6 170.60 0._0 3.03 |70.6_ -|0_? 0.011 .0.000 .144 6.1 Pe_lm[-O_
! i710._ 170.S_ l.i§ i.i_ |70.4| *|.+q_ 0.0l| 0._0_ .161 S.i _.RO_[-fl_
?13,1 _70,10 0,78 _,_6 170,07 -I,_ 0,016 -8,_! ,t?3 6,| _,16_1[-0_
' 171_,6 l?O.S$ -O*IO -O,&I '170,65 -I,_ O,Oll e,no! ,1_1_ 4,1 1,q611-0_
?IO,S 171,164 -0,75 ..ll,_ 171,I] *1,87 0,016 _,001 ,16i 3,9 4,40N[*0_
t 6711o9. 171,11 *l,Ol -?,16 171,17 -I,H9 g,Oll_ -0,00H ,141 3,6 4,A911-0+
.... + ." + : ?IS,l.. I?I.+_ ; .e,e? ; p+,$m ' 171,41 j-t,m9 O, lJl • +,nOq ,lit+ 3,3 q._?IN[*lm
'-+ • + • -07 BrutEs m [XPO_EmTOF10.7 ......
f i' I
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i_ TABLE V.- SUMMARY OF AERODYNAMIC DATA FOR GEMINI HI
T-T U, ¢,
d(_ ' C A C N Cy L/D Moo Poo_. sec R' deo deg deg
_ 57_,2 170,2M -O,nA" -0,_ 17n,2_ -I,_1 U,OU n,n_ ,177 P3,8 P,_OnE-n?*
_._, :51_8 111,6fi o,q6 6,5_ 171,72 -1,_3 0,_2 N,ni ,itl P3,6 ?,_OIE-O?
_- !577,0 169,R_ -O,_R -2.1_ 1_Q.87 -1._2 0,01 _,nl .171 73._ 2,_OqE-O7
*_+__. r579*5 171.q6 1,59 11.30 177.1P -;._q U*03 O.nO *116 _3.2 _,02_E'O?
5_1,_ 171,08 -0,_3 -_,01 171,10 -1,_ 0,02 n,_O ,1_5 ?3,0 _,lq2E-O?
158_,2 172,3_ O,Tq 5.9_ 172,_? -1,_2 0.07 _,nO ,1_0 _2,8 _,36_E-07
158_,? 170,63 0,13 0.7_ 170.63 -].uS 0,03 n.n0 .1_9 ?2.6 _._0nE-fl?
:589,0 172,07 0,65 _.6q 17P.1_ -I,_8 0.03 0,n3 .116 22._ _,721[-07
'591,6 171,03 2,_ 1b,6_ 171,3_ -l._O 0,03 O.n2 ,1_5 P2,2 _,q6q[-O?
*'L_ '593,_ i?1.03 "1"37 "0.7_ 171.1_ "1._3 0,02 O,Pl .1_0 ?2.0 _*P2qE'O?
_; .5_6,_ 171,8_ I,_ lO,?q 171,97 -t._5 0.02 0,01 .l?q P1,8 _._8_[-07
I19_,_ 172,?_ 2,00 16._P 173.2_ -1,_7 0,0_ 0,01 .106 PI.6 _,_2_[-07
_ +_Pl,0 169.83 *0,q_ -5,_? 1_q.87 -1,_9 0,0_ 0,01 ,1_1 71.# _.q0nE-n?
,603,5 172.63 1,12 8,70 172,77 -I._0 0,02 0,_1 ,117 P1,1 _.18_[-07
_ 16_,? 172._R |,q2 .15,5_ 173.1_ -I._ 0.02 0,_0 .1_9 20.9 _,_?_E-0?
60_,0 169,33 0,_0 3,!_ 1_9,3_ -1._b 0,02 0,n2 ,176 PO.? q.??_E-O?
'610,8 173,95 "0,_0 -7.5_ 173,9_ *1,_3 0,02 fl,01 ,0ql 70._ _.080E-_7
' 170,_
_17,_ 171,79 I,P_ . 8,6_ I?1._ -!,_1 0,07 _,n2 ,1_6 19,7 ?.05_[-n?
6Z0,0 171,79 0,_1 _,2P 171,81 -I._6 0,02 O,n2 ,1P6 19.5 ?._96[-0?
_22,5 1?1.3_ 0,q_ 6,21 171._1 -!._7 0,01 0,_1 ,1_8 19,2 ?,q21(-07
_2703 171,3R oO,R6 -5,66 I?I,_P -1._3 0,0! fl.nO ,IKO 18,? _*_[-07
'629,B 1_2,11 0,_3 1,6q 172,1P -!,_3 0,01 O,nl ,1?8 IB,_ q,Pl_E-O?
'632,3 173,18 -0,_5 -_,6n 173.20 -S._O 0.03 _,_1 ,106 t8,2 q.60_E-O?
• _ 63_,S I?2,13 "0,_0 "6,_ I72,1_ "1,_¥ P,O_ O*nl ,I16 17,9 l,OOnE-n_
_. @37,0 172,2_ 0,66 _,83 172.27 -!._1 0.01 0._1 ,1_1 17.6 1*0_1[-0_
639,3 173,3? "0,17 *1,_ 173,37 -1,61 0,02 0,01 ,1t3 17,_ 1,10?[-n_
b_2,0 171,70 -0,_I -q,l? I71,?_ -I,_2 0,03 n,nl .IP_ I?,1 1,16_EoOK
6_9,0 172,8n -O,n5 O,_m 192,8n -1,_3 -0.01 O,nl ,113 16,3 I,)_?[00_
bbl,_ 172,61 0,_6 3,SP 172,6_ -1,6_ 0,0_ o,n2 ,In8 16,0 I,_6n[-0#
6S3,6 IT_,_ 0,_ q,lP I?_,_a -I,_b 0,0_ O,nl ,In? 15,? 1,_fl[-0_
666,1 173,35 1,1# lO,_a !73,_ -I,_l 0,01 _.nO ,InS IS,S 1,_1?[00_
. _ 668,0 171,9fl 01,_8 . -IU,q_ 172,03 01._ 0,0_ fl,nl ,1?6 1b,3 I,_1_[-0_
6bl,O 172,37 -l,q? . -11,8_ 17_,5_ -I._b 0,0_ O,flO ,11_ !S,0 I,_[00_
_63,e 173,9_ *1,_3. -15,6_ 170.1_ -I,_7 0,0_ n,fl0 ,0A6 1_,8 t,?q?[-0_
665,6 173,?n 2,12 19,6_ I?I,07 -1._b 0,01 fl,nl ,0qS I_,S t,_?[-0_
• _73,0 171,?_ oleS?, o!i._7 17_._ 01,_ 0,01 fl,n0 ,111 13,7 P,10P[-_
• b?S,! 175,_7 -J,_q . o1D,_6 I?q,b_ -1,61 0,0_ fl,_l ,076 13,S _,19n[-06
i _77,_ 176,6& +|,le . -Jb.51 176.9o -1,_1 0.0_ _,_0 ,0_0 13,2 ?,_lnEon_
• "_ . "_ bifl,O 171,_1 O,q? 6,0P |71,97 _1,_3 0,01 O,fll ,1_ 12,9 ?,_3q[-0_
:_8_,7 173,_3 =1,0_ -_,ln 17_,S! -I,_ U.0t n,nl' ,ItS 1_,? _._[-_
60_,0 1?6,61 "!,_?. -lO,Sq 17_,91 =1.¢5 O,Ot 0,00 .060 t2.S P.657100_
• 6_8,3 171,e_ I,_1 -i,?_ IVl,b_ oi,61 0,0_ fl,at ,116 II,6 q,13q_-06
_ &¥t,6 17_,16 1,30. *ll,ln 175,3e oi,61 0,01 floflO ,III ll.q q*_IP(-O#
6_7,0 17_,01 1,l_ 1|,_ 171,11 =1,6_ 0,01 fl,_l ,0e| I1,| q,._li[ofl6
, 70_,_ l?_,l_ 0,_6 l,_ 1_l,le 01,61 0,0P final" 007S 10,3 e,P0PI*0_
++_' _ , 7044,7 I?I,I+ 0,I? l,i? |71,II -1,61 0,01 0.ill ,07+ I0,1 I,ISPl-0+
+'.+ ?HoI lTl,ll 1,01 I0,0_ |?1011 -1,03 0,01 no+0 ,073 l,l I,?SPI*0+
"" _ ?11,1 171,1t *O,l| -3,15 I?I,10 -1.63 O,OI fl,OO ,de3 t,I q,06+_[.++
.i'+. + +llsi Ih,ll I,O9 to,In 1?e,I1 o1._ O,o$ 0,01 ,0_? 9,1 m.,ltq-O6
.+ 716,1 l_l,ll 0,37 1._1 l_t,lS 01,61 loll 00_1 ,oq3 9.0 q,_o_[oO_
?|lei l?l,_ 0._3 00_ 1710_ 010_I i,01 i,0l ,lTl I.? _,ll01-_
* "07 iICATII M IXP0_OT OF 10 *7 ....
I
1974014059-032
TABLE VI.- SUMMARY OF AERODYNAMIC DATA FOR
GEMINI V
T- TR, o, _, _A, aT, CA CN Cy LID Moo Re Re2D Poo"
sec deg decj d_ deg
eqq*SA 165,4 _,0 25,1 164.0 -I,484",_7q .,pe_ *?lq 28.0 .61.q4 ,_l*n3 _ ._550?-q8"
°qZ._R |_h, 6 6,1 ?4.q 765,& -1,491 ,O_q -*_3q .?_7 _8. S .4q_04 ,_6*0_ i._4579-0_
¢q4.o_ 16?,S S,t 22._ _S.6 01.4q7 ._?& -,_24 .I_3 2R.S FF*_4 ,4_*nl .79_37-_8
o87,,3 168, q &,l 1@.q 947. Q --l,x_3 ,_77 ,_18 .I_4 ?8.3 .6_*n4 .44,_3 .?a_OF-_R
¢qq, Tq |6O.n _.? |_,q 168._ -1,q05 ._71 *_73 .1_2 ?8, Z ,6_*r4 ,48*_3 .q?4??-OR
_Pq_,_A 168,8 ?,Q |4,_ 168.4 -1,5_& ._8 ._ ,_? ?_.n ,71,_4 ,_*_ .q_R?_-_
I@C9,1t ]66,6 -?*6 -_,6 1_6.8 -1,4o2 ._74 ,_4_ .1?0 28.| ._*_4 ,?&*_3 ._?_3_-_?
1_II*?0 16_.2 "!.6 "6.3 I_6,! -1.48_ ._8_ ._1 v -180 ?_.2 .11,_5 ._*_ .l_o-_v
IOt4,_R 166.2 -1,6 -_,4 !_6_1 -I,48_ ,_gfl ,_4_ ,??? 28._ .12,_S ._ .1_-_?
1_I_,_ 166,7 -1,_ -5.6 166,6 -|,4_? ,_$6 ,P71 ,17_ 27.? .1_*_S .q_*_3 .lVVV6-_?
I0_1.33 168,3 1,2 6.q _68,_ -l.e_2 .044 *000 ,17_ ?6._ ,94,n5 .1|*04 ,?n_o-_?
1_2%?_ 168.5 2.1 |C._ IAq. 3 .I.e_? ._48 .0_4 .174 26-4 .'4,_S .12,_4 .216_-_?
IS]_,q_ 167,1 -!._ -S,_ 167,1 -I,4_S ,q?R ,P41 .I_8 26.? .18+_ .16+_4 .2*2_-_?
1_q_._ _ ._ -._ -1._ 164.4 --1.506 *_S2 ._?o .147 ?_.q .37,_ ._?*_4 .S_2_?-q?
!_e_.45 1c%6 -,S -2,7 168,6 -1oS_? ._48 *O_q .|42 1%? .4_+_S ,_S*_4'.63101-_?
|CS2,_4 T6q,_ *2 1.6 |_._ -_,_Oq ,_4 _27 ,14_ 25.1 *5_*_5 ,4?*04 ,fl_??m._?
3_4,4_ 168,4 ,6 !,4 168,4 -]eS_? *046 *'_I .|_2 2%1 .e_,_ ,81*_4 ._a_-_?
|C6q._? 169,1 ,4 2,1 14q, q -le_Oq *_S_ *_?q el ¢_ 24,8 ,6'*P8 *Sq*04 ._0874-_6
• * , !_?_,?_ 1_%6 ,6 3,1 16_._ -1.81_ ,06* ",_26 ,I_ 26.6 ,?_*_ ,64,_4 .11S_7-_6
• lO?4._n 1_%_ el .1 16%4 -l. S1? ._48 ._4 .|48 74._ .?_*_q .6_*_ .12_2_-_6
• "._ |O?R,oq |68,+ ,_ ,1 I_q*8 -l,Sl+ *0+? ,_&1 ,147 26,6 ,88*nS ,81*n4 *1+876-06
' L 1_'I,13 16q*? ,S 2,8 16%? -I,S21 ,_47 ,02_ ,148 2i._ ,94*nS ,87*n4',t*_n1-_
". 1087,?_ _49,6 *5 2,S ]6_*_ -|*_3 *0$2 *_3? ,143 26.? .1_*_ ,_4,_4 ,977_?-_ 6
.*. .,. ''_ tr_6,_ tT_,S ,? *q 17%q -I,_?q ,_?? ,n_? .lt& 24.2 .ll+n_ ,I0,_8 ,Iq_1-_6
"11_q,4_ 178.6 .q _?,Q 171.6 -1.qS_ e_R ,e?q .1_ 2_*? ,9_*_ _t_*nS ,2m_._6
' ": $|O_,q _ |20,8 -,q -,q 17_,_ "!.S_1 ._3_ ,p42 ,|?m 73,_ ,I?*_6 ,17,_ .7t117-_6
11fl_*_ 17_,? ,1 1,_ I?_,? -1*_q? ,_ *fl_ .1_3 22.7 ,18,_6 ,1_*nq ._118_-n6
• *_ ' '" 11_7,?n 120,_ *Z len 17%_ -!,76_ ,_t1 ,_ .111 22,4 ,lq*_4 ,_*n8 ,1_14_*06
1_10,_8 170,_ ,_ t,_ !?_,_ -1,_ ,_?_ ,_ ,911 _2.1 .1S*_6 ,_*_ ._v_14-_6
111_,4_ l?fl,? ,1 ,_ I7%? "!*q76 ,_? ,_?_ .12_ 27,8 *_*_6 ,21"_9 ,_a?SS-_
1116, qS l?hl ,1 ?,0 171,1 "1,_88",05_' ,_64 ,1_0 19,_ e21"_4 e_?*S_ .41_76-n6
I!16*?_ 171,4 ,2 l*k 171,0 "t*584 ,01_ ee?8 ,178 _1,1 ,27,r6 ,78*09 ,4780v-_6
I 1116.a_ 171.1 .S 1.1 171.2 -1o62f .q?_ ._1 .171 1_.S .)1,_6 .18,_S .?_15_-_
. _ ', 1134046 |?fl,9 -,_ "|,0 1"4,q -!,676 .81_ ,044 ",|?q _q,8 *_*'6 ,41_@q ,7_q_6-f16
. " ,._ " ;. I|_I*q _ |_OeR 4,; 0,_ |7404 "|,67_ ,O?S ,fl6/1 ,I_? 1e.6 ,78,r6 ,44*08 ,ALq?l-_
11.1,17 !?0,? -,_ -,? I7%? -?,6|q ,n64 *01e ,11_ Iq,| *38*_6 ,67*_q ,9_q?q-_6
' ||4_,6q |?|,4 -,_ "|*0 |?t*4 -|,641 ,h_6 ,_S ,|16 |_,4 ,6_*06 *S_*OS ,|1674°06
|_|q*q* |?|,? ,0 • ,| 171,| -I,666 ,041 *0_ ,17| |_*fl *$_fl6 *61*@S ,|?lS)*_e
'" _113,11 171*q -,q "[: 17_,1 -1.66_ ,_tS ,_36 ,12q 1%? ,St*_4 ,67*06 ,l_??_-OSIllq.?fl I?loq *1 |?los "!06_4 *flJq ,ill) .1)t I?.q eSq*fl4 *?2*OS *147A6"flS
1186,_t I?lov *07 -I,4.171,? 010661 ,45_ ,_61 ,11* t6,q *q**_6 ,??*Oe ,Iql??*flq
L|A4otq I?|,? "el ot,_ 171,? -!,66&',4_1 ,n6P .11) 16,6 .67*_6',e_*48 .166_60hq





_ TABLE VI. o SUMMARY OF AERODYNAMIC DATA FOR
_.: GEMINI V - Concluded
¢
T" T , a0 _, ®A. aT, CA CN C¥ L/D Moo Re R02D Poo
• _ !i _a d_ .de9 de9 de?
'11_9,97 Z71.9 ! .(1 .7 171.o -I.671 .n31 .03_ .11_ I I_.3 °66*06 .91,0_ ".1821P-{)5
. l'd_qelq I?I.A .1 *_; l?l._q -1.67S .n1'Q *032 *111 1q.9 .?(1+r6 .gPi*O_ .1q7_6-{11
_ 114701_ 177.? ' .? I._ |?_.? -1.611 .(13r. _ 0(_8 .l?.n ! 15.5 *74.(_6 .11.n_ .:*13_6-_S
l_ln._t 111.8 i ..n -.._ 111.8 -1.6R* .(11* .(_t6 .11_ 15. I *??*_ .11"(16 .?_0_1-05 "
111_..4_ 171.7 t .(1 .2 111.? -1.68q .n38 _ .P?4 .11.5 16.? .A?*_4 .12.06 ,?SI_3-_._
+ 1|?103_ 111.3 i *? 4.3 11_.3 -1.611 .(151 .(11_ I .1:_.j 16.1 .q?+_ .1_*(16 .309(16-r)5
i + ll?+.vO 111.1 .6 3..5 111.3 *!.674 *061 *0_3 .111 13.? .1(1*_? .17*06 .341_{_-0S
_i._ I11_2.(14 t?l.? ! .7 6. S 111.2 -1*610 °(162 .(131 .113 13.3 .11,1_? .19_(16 .3712&-_S
.... !!*6.o5 l?l.O ' 1.. e _.6 110.9 -1 66_ .q?l *(_lq I .11q l?*_ .11*(_7 .??*_6 ._l_-(_q
_ 11_9.33 11_.9 ! 2.2 !.%6. 11q.6.-I.654 .0_* -.014 .111 l?._ .1t*e? ._460S ._0123-n_
.. 11q1.7(1 171.B 1 2._ IS.2 l?l.S -I.6Sc) .019 .0(1_ '.i_11 11.5 .14*r? .27.06 ._4?_O-fIS
#_. 11q4.0_ 172._ 2.4 17.? 111.64 -I.6SS .080 -._(12 .l_q_ 11.l .IS+n? .29._6 .qO?10oO._
_._ 11¢_04q l?2.r_ 7 2.3 IE°I 171.? -1.6_1 0_05 001_ .(1_1 1(%6 .ISte? .31.n6 .6491_-nS
i.. l*qfl, q.e ITl.S 20(1 1t.(1 !11.2 01.643 .(1fig .0:_4 .l_Q? 1_.1 .16#_? .33*(16 .?nJ)6_-95• 12(11.?? 171.2 I l.q 11.9 111.0 -1.631 .073 .01_ .112 el.? ._v.n? ._1S*_6 .v?162-n5
lZe3.?(1 !?!.0 ! Z.I 13.1 11_.? -1.63_ .0?3 .011 .116 o._ .llq.f? .38*n6 ._1711-_5
I106._$' 171.Z I 1.8 lhq 171._ -1.63(1 .03_ .013 .!?0 1%8 .1l_*_? ._n.(1_ .9_8_-01
!_q8._5 111°? * l.q _*_ !1%1 -1.62o .(141 ._tl .t14 8.4 .10.i_? .&:_*n6 .c161_4-g5
1_1(1.9S !11.3 ' 1.? 10._ !11._ *1.6_? .063 .03(1 .11_ 8.0 .19.{_? .4c.._ .I_16-0_'
•. I|11.33 111.? 1.? 11.4 !11.4 -1.6411 ._S? .O_O .In_ ?.6 .le_? .47.(16 .11_q_-04
121_.?(1 171.?' 1.8 12.6 _11.S *1.615 ,0642 .02_I .1_? ?.? ._? .S_*O_ .12206-(_
!_1_.n8 111._ ?.0 11.8 !11.? -I061, .(1.q? .01_ .in? 6.8 .2(1._? ._3.06 .1_161o04
1_q.4 _ I?1._ _ ?.1 l_.q 17_.6 -I.64_? ._ .fl?t .1_'_ _.4 .11._? .51._ .1_?_?-_
1222.qq l?l.q_ 2.2 l%*J I?t.A -1._?1 .q61 *(_?q ._qq A*I .114n? .63,06 .1139n-r_t
1221l*11 111._ ' 2*db 17*1 17_*0 "10_? *(1SS *(_?q *I_13 SeT .??*t_? .6fl6fl_ °1_541k-{_4
l_?,'_J t12.3 ;_.? Jqed_ I?1._ --10642(1 .(1646 .(_I_ .1'_I 5._ *??*_? .?_6(1_ .]_t10iq-')4
• 12_-4. A3 I?6. Z t 4.? ' ql.? |?d_._ .1.64_6 ._?O --.011 ._ql 4.q .Z4*_? .q_*(1_ ._3420-_)_
:]. 12_7*515i 111.? i 4.1 f1.3 l?q.3 -I.611 .*01_ **(_ .(1_ 6.? .?_*_? .11.01 .2SS65-0_
'2".q,?(1 11n,64" 306 _0,? ! I?601 ' -I,641_ ,_67 -,02_ ,0?4 _,(_ ,25,r? 012,01 ,21q_?o._4
_ ?Pt4e6q *I19.5 _.2 4c064 116.8 -l.1fl? .063 -.(_71 ,_le ?.q .4_*_? .Iiq6(1? .41c)11004
1_4_.iq3 *l?ll.Y 2. el !I?t_ 116401"-1._i_ 003S "0076 ._?4k 3._ .&_,t._? *ZO*(1? *46041°04
--_*_ 12_il.33 -178._) 3*;. I|_.01 114.? 01._q2 *(133 -.0_? .0_ 3.3 .6q-01 ._1601 .49_q. 1004
l_Sl*?O -117.4 1.2 l?q. 1 !150_ 01,3_)_ .0_6 -.024 .(_3q ?*0 03q*_? .24._)?' ._136?6-0_
1_14.(1_ -1?6. S 3._ 132._ 11%5 -I0311 .(133 -.014 ._1 ?.q *3q_('? 02?*0? .S1016-n4
1136.45 0171._ 3.? 1_6._ 1?S.5 -!.31(1 .(145 o.0111 .01_ ?.6 018*_? .10.01 .6_311-06
., 1251.113 -11102 4._ I??.S 114.S -|.!2q .(146 0.(134 .046 _.4 .?_1._? 01_*07 .64110e004
; 1261.3_ *1??.2 6.6 111.? 174.6 -loqq6 .O_ II 0.0]1 .(15 _) ?.| .10*_? .)lq*f)? .12113-06
126t.7(1 0116.4 4.4 1.2q.! 114.3 -|.364 ,flY9 -.0_! .0_4 _.1 .3ii#(11 04160? .?q_61_-04
1_66,(18 -176,1 4.6 !_0,9 174,0 -l,3SO 0030 0,_21 ,0?3 I,_ ,_l_ev ,4S*O? ,061_-06
1160065 "17S.6 4.6 !13.1t !13.6 "l*_q6 00_6 "00_? ._)(l* 1.0 .]q_t_? .S?*O? .938|Q004
• ; 1_?_,_3 0174,_ 404 !_$,0 113,? -10364 ,013 -,01S ,0*0 _.? ,in*C? ,6360? 010_100l
. . * "_' !|?$.33'01T).e' 4.1 146.1 11_.? -1.315 tote -.01S .I(W_ 1.6 060"(_? .?i.O? .111)6-03








T-TR, a, • B, .OA,• aT, CA CN. C¥ UD Moo Re Re2D Poo
sec d_ d_ d_j deg• • i - i i
14qq*t)q 166.6 "le_. -6,4 16&e_ '--1,6_8 ,167 --_Nql e_61 3_.6 .694"_ o_90f1_ i'r._6?-_No
_ I._!,q6 16s*,A" -,3 -],q 2_.,8 I "l*4_e) .136 .n?l ,!.7t 3n.7 .61,n4 ._9,_3 .Tnq_?*_8
15_108qI 16506 0_ 2.0 !6q.6 t -10486 .08.'t 0_46 ,196 ?q. 6 ' .qq_'_4 .39"._1 .7_q8¢*_8
1546.76 166,6 1.o6 6.7 16%q I -l.6q? -.q!4 ._2q 077_ 20._ .61._4 .62o03 .7666t-q8
i ISlI.QI 160._ I.m t.S 167. q ] *_._nO .IIA ._n6 .136 _.8. I .66oP6 .4?003 ._6446-46
1_14._7 160.0 1.6 6iS 167o9 [ *1oSq9 .116 ._18 _ .!_ . 2_.2 ? .6_o_6 . ._I*_1 .q7667-_8
" _6.?_ 167._ ._ _._ 167._ ) -3..691 *_q._ • -t_|? *?q? 77.8 ! .7_*_4 .54.07 .q_?_-g8
?_lq*_? 1.66.6 *2 .6 :6%6 ' -1.492 ._96 -00_6 *_ 77.1 .6q*_4 ._0o_3 : *_S76-_8
_*._.._3 16S.6 -03 -1.3 16S._ I -1.6q_ *0tl .034 .??3 ??.S .78. n4 .6P003 I .1_q72"_7
i _ 15_307_ 164e6 -.6 -_0| 16606 -!06?? *_68 -00_6 .73_ 2_*! 096. n6 *7_*_t 017677-_?1q2S*8_ 164.3 -*_ -101 164*3 -1.6?? *_71 -.f16_ .27_ ?R._ .lqonq 07So01 .1!571-0?
" J r * 1
• 15_q.0_' 16S.1 ..I 05 16%1 -1.6._? .066 -.f'_e6 .2_5 ??.q .1")0_ 077o¢'_ .1.1qql-_)?
1$33010 _ 1660_ 06 _.S 166.6 01069_ o061 00_76 ._8 ??.q' .11o_S .81i_3 .16_4&-07
• _ 1._3_03q ' 16803 1.1 ._.2 _6q.q *10S07 *058 -0_? .1_7 28.6 ._*nq .o_+_3 o17861-_7
1535.51' 168.6 !0_ A.q 16_.6 -105n3' 0_6q *o0_6 0172 78.6'0_q6'_S ._l*n6'._q_?-_?
i: IS_?.6q 16800 .6 _0_ 16%4 -1.5_ .O_.q -.o_q .207 ?_.? .16o('5 ._2._4 .?127q*_?
; le3q, O?! 16609 '*? l*q 166.9 -10493 ,018 -0011 ,?10 7%_ .tn*nq .71,n¢ 1"23377"07
*. !q4q.20 16.". "_ ._ .q 1_.6 -?.?q.? 0440 0007_ .213 28.q .27._ .'5.94 .2_0_-97
1_4_032 167.6. 07 3.? 1_706 -I.40;8 .476 0._?? olq6 ?_.8 .?_o_ .*76_6 .3_1._-07
X-r_2.?l 168o. _ .q _.1 L68.6 -l.SO? .0_? *._16 01 ?'_ 2?.q .?S*n_ .lq*_6 .360!?-0?
IC64.07 1670_ .6 _0? 167o? -1.6qg .057 ._n4 .187 77._ .76o_q .20.n4 .16732-07
19q7.0_ 166. S en $.4 16605 -I06ql ' 0_S6 0_16 .2_ _ ??e4 ._7o_S ._!*_6 ._76_6-07
.?q_.q.l? 167._ I02 .**? 167.') -1.6q4 ._q? 000_ .'ql 76.9 .??o_q 0?1._4 .t_?79-47
1561.13 16001 I.._ 703 16*.? -l.qql .OS? 00_|1 o177 76.0 .78o_q 077._6' .41q4_-_?
t$160q_ _66.q ._ 1.6 16_.q -_05_4 ._?_ 0_11 o179 ?6.6 .3_S .24o_4 .44_qS-_?
?S?4.1q 16%6 101 70 _ 160._ -l.qO? o_ -o_14 017_ ?q.q ._o_q ._o_6 .qq_-_?
tq?6._l . 16q. 5 -08 -6.1 16%S -I0q03 0037 0_1S .I?_ ?%? 077o_q ._?*_6 .qnnqe-_?
_q?q.65 167.1 0102 -S.3 _6700 -1.496 0_60 ._e .lqq ?5.6 .3q*_q ._+_6 .6481_-_?
IS_.qq 1670! .6 ?.S 167oi ' -1049q 00$6 -.0_9 *_*q ??,q ._o_q .1_*_6 ' .6!4qI-_?
k_ lq_3*Tq 16%3 !.6 f*S l_q.? -10606 .027 ".072 .1_9 7%S ._o_$ .18.46 .6q_27-97
$ 15'._.qI 168._ -o? *_*S 16%#'-1.S_6 ._t_ ._11 .IT? ?S. 6 047on5 .61._ .T63_4-07
lqls.0q. 16?.1 -,S -_r, e) 16701 _ -1.694 .058 ._6 ,lq_ 7%6 .&qo_q 04_+_" .976_?-07
_qqOolq ' 16?00 e_q 301 167._', "106q4 o_Y6 -.o(_q oIq_ ?.e._ .01,_ .644_6 ,PI?_O_-O?
" 15q303.q 16q0? -.1 001 IOq.? ; ol..e_q .016 00_ .16q ?K.O _q_o_q 0676_6 .q&3_?o_?
i _ 1595011 168*? t_ tl _61074 .101_t_6 . otiS8 "0_1_$ e??3 ??*q eqS*_S ' .6q4_6 oq_)376"f_?
•" _* lqqq.?* ' 16_.4 1,4 6.6 1670q _ -10_3 '. .068 -._q_q ,_80 _6.? .qqo^_ ,0to_ eq81YS-_?
16_?.qq 16q, I -.6 o3.1. 16q.1!010S11 .0211 ._lq 0_?2 ?t.t of?o_q 057._6 .1_4_-06
|4cq011 ' 167o? 111 001 ?.6706 I -!05fl9 ! .04_. 00_!4 o1*+ 7601 066*0q .qo*+6 .Inq&_-06
• . 1607.25 16800 left 6.6 16"_*q I -1e_15 0._66 -.0'3 01113 2602 *66o_5 ._!*_6 017|76"06
140qe1_'168*9 -*2 "1.2 168.9t-1.t?? *01q 00fll ! .!73 76.! .6qo_ .64o0_ .11?8q*_6'
161_05 _. 167.q 2,S !10_1 167.q -hqt? ._S_ -0@41 .17_ 760q 07to_5 .48*04. ._?_76-06
161q.68 t 168o? *3 l*q 16%? r -1*5_5 " .018 -sOfll I 0176 ?3*8 .76"_q 0?!on6 , Itn1_-0_
• . 16'4._0 16q.6 -0? -_.q 16%6 -_oq!? 00|_ 0_!_, .?6q ??.6 .?60nq 07_*_4 .t*4_-0_
' _ " ' *, Ii110S6 16P01 ,8 _oq 16q. q ! -1.57q 0_18 *.(_fl8 ,lq_ 2304 07_*_5 0?6ot_6 01q710-56 *
" 18_7015 16q, 1 -10S -7,6 16000' *|0q40 ,_8 0_? 0!_3 ;_3t_ .N_*OS iTq*_ .166_3-46
16_40_6 16q06 !,1 S*_ 16%1 -IoS_1 0_31 -0_!_ 0746 23ol .p50_q 0,1,n4 0100_3-n6
• 16|4.4_ |6?05 1o3 t0_ !6"_0S 01011_ .n50 -._6, .10_ ?2.q ogqieq .n40n4 .ti48.e*_8
Id_qtS3 160,1 01 ,6 76%1 -!,g6_ 'eq6$ ,0_I 01_2 72.9 oP_6_S 08i6016 .1_17066
18_1077 169,| _*? I),? 16q00. o_eSSO 0@_p_ 00_q5 I *'5_ 2t*! .q6*4q tqti_6 01?S_e-06
.066 ._S *1ql _1ol .1_4 .1_6(qq .181R_-_6
.- ..' . 1_|!066 16004 0_ ' ._ 16q0_ -l,q3q
1_$S0q? 16q. I 106 _.6 ?6q,? -!0S41 0_17 -0_?| e'Sq-?_o_ .110_4 .11*_S .!e_._._*_6
_i 1419011 167,6 -eN -_,? |6?.q -!,ql1 0062 0011 I ,!?q 73.3 ,17,@6 0|!6_e o_1119-5_
'661,?? 16q, q 105 7,0 16%q -l,S?q 00_6 00_71 I el61 ?_06 51_6fl6 *l?*_q *??_?'_8
,..i"." |64qeGfl 16q._ .6 1.1 t&eot -!o$60 .fl?8 *tOP1 i *??? 7105 01}*_ o_1._q .914_'_-"16
4r' n_"., _ m L _ * qO" *_ _'6B'| lel e._ 16_01. "1066_ O_q? "0011''17q 7301 01q*e6 "140_q "2_5q6--0418Y?eq? 16q06 1*1 80; 16qeq 010S61 0_9 -.Oe_ ,'67 ?_0* ,sS*n6 ,ts*Oq .i??nA-_6
1611*1 _ 16806 0S _07 I&q*9.-I0S6q 0_166 0001' ,liq 72._ ,1q6_ 015o_q_ 0_?_61-q6.
' h _L' '_ _ ' _ |_Yq*3| l&q)o? ell 606 V6%? -|0q6_1 00_6 00_09 ,16q _oq 0_.66_'6 016,_q ._0149-D6
'_ ' i* 16t_.,a 16008 1.0 _.6 166o?. *|.$$9 .04.6 -o01q 076_ _!.3 .96*06, .16._q .SnFSn-_6 _
•-1 1_i|,17 16q00 06 |eq 16q,q 0|0061 ,_M 0_05 o16t)'710_ ,_6606 0160_S .$0767-56
1807087 16000 °oq -6,6 16q, m 01,166 *_$1 oO_q 01_! _1.0 ,??6*6 o_O*C_J 01!$q_-06 i
I6TO,_O 16601 _01 le, T 16009 _ -!01?_ ,016 -006q ',1q4 21,7 ,1_w_6 .IO*_S .3'4_q-_6
1610,1_ 16%1 0106 -?,S 160,_. 010q70 *08? o001| olqq ?*06 *_1"_6 elq*_ 01S614-q6
161104? |6qeY 01 11o'I) 16q)*Y -10qlgllP ,010 001|_,146, tl,q ,1¢),011, ,IfO*OS 01_64_._6
147q,6@ 161,1 01 I*P 16_,1 -10110 001t 001J[,166 010_ ol06_qb st160S'olq_61-q6 •'_
1401o71 li%6 06 I00 166.4'-_010_ eOIO *.1_!]0146 1fl.9 .|_*_4 .|!*06'._11._66
.-= ......• I_CAT[S NI [XPOM_T OF 10 4
1974014059-035
_ t
"_;;r TABLE VII. OSUMMARY OF AERODYNAMIC DATA FOR
_'_. GEMINI VIII - Concluded
ii
_ T-TR, a0 a. ®A° aT,
_r sec de9 de9 de9 _e9 CA CN Cy i./O M_o Re ReZD D,,,oi
."- 16|?,07 169,0 2,0 11,1 16404 -1,6r92 ,t)16 *,_e6! ,146 2%6 *_*('6' 022,.n0 ,_78|0-06
: 1680,20 16%3 01 *2 16A.3 -10594 ,062 .071 I ,144 20.4 , .9.1,n4 i 023,_5 .469S0-06
1651o32 16900 ,7 _,9 16%? -1060J) 002S ,onq. ,145 2n, 3 i,_4._61 07_*_S ,4_,|r)1-061691030 16909 e3 1.S 169.* -1,611 0020 ._16 .542 9.0,2 e22*_6 025,nS .6?629°961606,51 169.5 1.S |,0 169,4 -1,61_ 004? *,021 .19? 19.8 ,22,r_r ,?_,ns ,4AT99-n6
_. 1?01.33 16805 .6 200 1_009 -1.6_7 .061 0_.99 .197 !.9.9 0?4._I• 0_9"0_ ,513470(16
_ 17C_,27 169.9 l.m 5.0 169.4 -_,619 0019 -._18 0]_3 19,? i 02_*_6 .Z_*OS .4_?q?-n6
_ 17C6.20 16901 100 9.2 160.0 -I.616 .06S -0_74 01_1 19._ .?_06 .3_.00 .S91_$-06
_ 17C0.4_ 16902 1,4 701 160.] . -1,610 006] -,_02 I ,149 19,2 02_*_6 *3?*05 .6_57_-fl6
• 171_.5n 170, Z ,8 907 170.1 -I,69.? o040 .021 0146 190t) 079*_6 ,3_*_q ._55_4-06
_" 1912074 1?0,0 104 7,7 16%9 *!,627 .052 -00_?! 01_5 10.9 _03_F*_6 036,n_ 069q_?-06
_! 171409_ 170,6 !*_ !0.7 17%2 ol,631
0041 -,_;6 ,142 18,8 i032"_6 ,3_*nq 0?4?02-0617100_9 16%5 06 ?.0 16_.q'01.624 76 .0_4 0110 10.? 034*n6 042 _ ._1976-06
17100_e 168,6 1,_ 9.5 16%S -1.626 0n69 --oOOS .1_4 10.6 .37,_6 044*_q 087115-fl6
l?t_.q| 170ol ,S 3,0 170.1 ol,611 .061 ,017 _014k I003 ,39*_4 .4?*05 .91_q_-06
." 17|4o55 1690_ .4 2.1 1690_ -1._3_ 0061 .0191 01S_ !8.1 060+06 ._9.0_ .e_465-0_
* 1717,?_ 1690_ 01 .0 160.4 01,_30 009_ 0076 .105 1709 0_5,_6 .93*_ 01_5_6-0_
: 1729,aq I7%Z ,q 2,9 17%2 ol,641 *0_0 0002 .!q4 17.6 .4q*_6 ,e_*_5 .!1_51-05
1711.0P 170.2 .9 S03 17n01 -10643 .035 -001S_.192 t705 ._6 .S8*_q .I_5_q-0_
I714o13 170,0 1,1 _04 I7%0 *I,444 ,e)_.i0 "*OZ31t 0149 I.?,0 .4?*06 ,6_)*0_ 012"J51-09
* 17_7,3_ 170,1 ,6 _,S 17_0_ -10650 ,0_6 00_1 I ,lq_ 1607 °4q*06 ,69*09 ,729_4-09
1779o49 170,1 0_ _.1 l?n,i 010651 0047 ,OOnl 0146 16.5 0S1,04 ,60,0S .l_q?-n_
1741.qN 169.8 .6 3.1 16901' 01.64_ 0_S3' .O_Z I .147 !6ol 051.04 .71.0_ .14307-09
!141079 170,0 .7 len 17%_-1o654 o066 -*flnJ 0140 1_0_ 0_5,n_ .?9*nq .149_-09
|746._9 1?0.9 .? 6"q 170o9 I °1"647 '.O_S 0.00_! 0145 ?%| 05_6 .01*09 0!&30_-00
I?ii. e4 170.6 .q 9.S !7%6 01.06_ I.n!5 -.nO| ; .1_4 !S06 .61._6 .qq*_5 0170_S-95
175_, 3 7 ,7 !*2 7.4 !70,? *I,T_q 0036 *, 19 i _9. 1909. .6 fl6 086,_ 17 _1-_q
1741.89 171.0 1*1 e.! 17_.9 -!.676 .03.q -*_16 o110 16,? .6_*_ .89._4 .l?*llll_-05
175609 _ 170o6 ,6 " 3.$ 1T006'-1.472 0066 .0047.13n! 7606 067.r6 010_6 .2P6r*-oq
I?_O, R2 I70,6 ,6 _04 !7%41-10649 ,ON? 0,_I e196 _6°1 04_.04 011*_6 02114_-_a1701,0.* 170,_ 1,7 IIC._ 17000 -1,671 0049 *.025 o120 13.0 ,70,_6 011,_6 .22S9n-05
1765,74 171ol 1,7 10.6 171,0 I °?°669 ,04_ 0,025 o11n 13.6 .73,_ 012,0_ .23641-_5
1747,73 171,5 1,1 %1 1?104 -1,_,7_ 0011 *,000' o!20 11,1 ,7?*C6 ,12.06' 0211_-95
+ 1770,6o 19%0 ,3 ] 109 1?0.0 -1.651 00?9 ,014 .112 12.1 .74,_4 .13,_5 .20761-0q
1779,71 171o9 101 ?.S 1?1,4 -h6_.0 ,067 **Or? 01_ 1|.4 : ,0?*_4 .15"_6 .31_8-09
.i 17?T.42 1710_ .q 60_ I?109_ 01.A_9 0_46 0.009 .!I_ 1202 o91"06 016.0_ 0._5_73000
*_ 1710.66 171.6 .e to? I?t.S ' 0106*9 .091 -.011' ,1_6 1106 001._6 017*n_ ,3._54e-0S
_. 1702.6e 1_1.? .? 4.? I71.?. 01.694 .061 .00_ 0121 Ih6 .99_n4 010*_6 03_6_0-09
i 1704.70 171._ ' ._ ; 1.$ 17_.*g ' -1.6fl .04_ *0_ 012_ 1101 .!0_?' .'PO_ .410_&-09
!706.07 171.1 *l' 1.6 I71._ -1.667 .fl46 0017 0124 !%0 .11._7 022._5 06497&-05
1?90*I_ 171,S ,6 1,0 171,5 -I.445 ,020 0¢_9 ,112 !0,q 011"_7 " 01_*_ ,51604-nq
I?q?*20 171,2 *,! ol,9 i?1,1 -!,640 ,056 .010 ,132 1_,_ ,t5*_? .2_*_ 096026-09
179605_ !71,1 01 i,_ 171.1 -I,611 *055 "o016 .11fl 9. S ,!1"n? 02i'06 00i624-00
1?04.56 17008 07 4o9 !?_.0 --I00._2 ._be "001) *1).q SeA ._66r? *I9'_6 .6_?47009
i?q9071 17100 "06 0309 171*_ °!.631 *OSO 009.0 ,1 s') q*2 .19407 .)t*_)6 0710_6-_4
_ 100_9n 17106 00 S.l !7%6'-1._19 .06_ -.00| 01|1 0.6 .16.n? .36._ .n3197009
10_6.11 171.6 .6 _.0 171o6 -!,619 otiS, 00001 ._.!1 0o9. .??*_? .!9.06 0009_5-_1
• _ 1*09017 171._ tel %6 171.0 ol.629 .OSO -._1 • .110 7.0 .9_*_? 041.n6 .9N16_.._5
' 1011.16 17|o2 10! no6 172o2 010629 ._6 oo017 .142' ?.S 010_T .61.06 .1_!01o04
1014.17 171,6 ,0 i01 171,6 -lo611 ,06_ 0,0_1 00_1 ' ?,1 else? _ 0471_ 01149.40_4
• 1014010 171.4 06 9.2 171.6 010679 .041 -00_ 0000 60_ .2_P? .$_*_6 0!_361-06
?Olq*O| 178.0 01 2.) I?70_ 01e627 ._J oO_J .fleq' 6.S 071"_7 ' .e6*_b ,127620_)6
_ 101100_ 1T_.Y .J !00 172.? -I.629 0067 ._06..006 A.O *n*_? 061.0_ .14n?*o_6|iJJoq_ 17).6 |00 1.6 I?q,1 ol.687 ._1 0,011 0096' 600 old*e? .q_*_6 o19iq_o_4
I|1S097 1_4.| 10_ 11.6 I2400 -1,6_9 .011' o.Op5 0001 S.6 ,|4_f'? ._6.04 ._01_6of_
1027.q_ 196.| '|..q I|o? 174.1 -10680 *086 -.0_ .ee6' 006 .J_? .01.06 .19_70056 •
1010097 I7107 .! _.0 17J.? 01e6_6 .f_bO .014 .01_ 604 .|6_.9 *_1._ .221610_6
10|_090 176,_' 06 |*_ 196,0 "106_e *016 001_ 0_901 6*? o_?*_7 *l_fl? 02h6_*06
1614010 174.6 ,e i.5 1?606 01,604 ,019 ,01. : ,06* :;: t ,16*_Y ,11.07 ,16_1004 _r IO 0,10 1, *, ,8 O,S 71,1 , 1S *_i -,Oe_: , 96 ,Pq ? 01_,07 05_?07-06
1 I O_06 j 17609 i 07 70_ 17600 * 010616 *016 *00_ I *011 lee *11*e? *14*_? *l_J_'e_
104h94 17S,6 e_ 11,6 1?S,6 -I,6_| ,011 eeNI 0071 JeT ;,|leC? ,|460T ,)?SaJJoO6
1044,1_ l?S,| el 006 179.| "1o_? ,0|6 ,Oral ,0_ ),4 *$_07 o1_'07 ,610_-_6
• ll67.00 |74J i o6 4.6 174*0"-Io990 .041 **_4_1 .076 _pl .)6._9 ._;007 .491|0.46
• 104_.o? t?1.6 1.0 10.0 I71.| *1.497 oeOq -.010 _ .06? h9 _ .0_? ._9.07 .19156-_6
1011.10 I71o6 i'*| .!.1 ?%6 -I+90| .044 .811 I .0_0' J.? _ ._k_ *JO_? *_I601ed_6
1049*_4 |74*_ o.I °|el IT_6 olo|96 *_JB *00_ i *_'Pl 0*$, e|q_OT .11*_T *617_0-04
109To40 |Thl I .4 $*$ I71_ -1.600 -.004 **OQO o071', t*|l*lq_? o)0609 ,?tP|_O-04
liDq_|l 174.9 -.0 -.0 174.0 ..I,60| -.0|_ ,010J.O_* _.! o64_07 .64.0_ .?944o..06 !
104t,S_ 111.t v ,4 |,_1 1,.1.y -1,_10? .elll ,001t *t°4i_ I_,e ,61,07 ,01,07 ,117617-04
"" "'1 :' ,.o....,,.,.,,, .,,, -.,,0 .,,,IO_6_q_ IYI.I I '|OeY |YI.i. -lo|O0 ..*_. "_*_).514b.1|4 I |'_ I .4leVY .90017-46.... !.? ' o4_P? _ .11ole.4_
1974014059-036
TABLE VIII.- SUMMARY OF AERODYNAMIC DATA FOR
GY_,MINIX
1471.13 16?.9 -?.n *?C*O 146o2 -1.S_ *._! *06? .274 _3.6 ,Jr*54 **?*_? *..42R_-08"
1474.?.1 146.q --4... .].a.? 164.3 -l*6..n ,n04 ' ._64 .733 _n." .48,r_6 .44._3 .YoQ46-Om
1676o,2 1613.'): -1,! _ -3,_ 143.0 -1,&48 .114 ,@*n .711 31.4 .#8*n4 ._6*n_ ._6S,._.78
747438 161,.. 20? _.s 261.b -l,Aq? o161 ._72 02_6 31._ .q_*_ ."q*_ ,1_0,._?
1400,71 ;_6|,4 6,0 .I |1,6 l.&_.m *_,6..6 ._0_ *._.34 o_? _N.e .!_ '_a, 043*03 .1?_77-_7
143_}._? 164" 1.1 _.1'_63.6 -?.qn8 .064. -._'_ ._ ?q._ ._(+e_ ._'69_ _??_*.."*?
1_..?,9_ 16_,3 -I,4 *4,6 141°3 01,47_ ,04S _0_11 .24? ?_.? 01**'_ 0|t*_4 .??..q_-_?
IS_-g*! _ 163,1 -l*l 046 163°1 -_,44.. ,121 ,n3_ .27_ ?v.b .17,._5 ,_*_ .?74_-_?
15_4,4_ 167,6 6e2 |_03 1_7,_ *1049.. ._?o .ofl?_ .*73 ??.6 *2_ .T_*04 .27576-_?
.15C_,?_. 26?,? --,1 --o4 147.? *1.43_ *_1 ? **_q .10_ 270_ *24*_S ._*n_ .33_'*_?
1511,05. 1_4,5 --I06 --_,_ 164,4 --_._?q on?! ,0_6 .1Z? ??o_ ,?_*_q .'_n,_4 .3_20_0_7
!g1_,_ ,163,3 -,6 -!*_ 143,3 -!04v_ ,0_3 ._2_ .2_)I ??._ .?**_5 .?!*n4 .3_.r_?
*:1"_9 i_.47.S 2.,* 1_._ _4".? -!.4o? o_?.. *-,_Iq .1 _'* ?'_._ .3_*,_q .74*_6 .4_3_-_?
!:13.46 1170°3 1.6 5,3 17_.1 -1,_1_ *_23 -*._27 .144 76.? °31+_q .75,_ ._*eq*?._?
I_...17 168.0 I01' 6.3 _4...? -I.504 °1_66 0._15 .!_? 74_,*l .?_+_ .13.n4 ._'_43_-'_?
Iq_I. 4_ 167.4 2.11 q*3 167.8 *1..._ o_r)_ ._.. '.?_q 2'.4 ._q*nS ._q.._ ._q_l?-9?
lS449_ '167,6 3,1 17*q 167,_ -|,4qq .flOan **_47 i ._,l? 2_._ ._,_q .41*06 .e?_._?
'* lg_6.1q 164,_ "|*!. -40_ 166._ -$.4n4 olin *_1..??_* 241 ._q*_q.._6_ .1_o4-'_'
I-g43*1 q 16..03 *3 I*_ 163*9 *log_.. *_4? e_|S °_£5 ?_*0 646_S ,qS?ffk .!_3_._ _
II le5_30 'L_ 145._ 2.6 17._ 14..._ ol._n? 0m13 -._74 .17_ _4.? .f_*.***_ 04_+(_ 01t'11e0_4
1;32*41 165,_ ,4 * 1°? 1Gqsq -|,4_? ,044 Oof)l_ °?')_l 26,_ .6_*n_ °4_*_4 *_'62_-_6
; 1::?,..9 163*| 2,_ "19,0 164,_ *1o_? ,nl_ *.nTq ,??? 76o_ .76,_._ .v_*n4 .'2_?_-_4
|56_,74 _66,7 ,4' 1.6 )46,? 010517 ,077 ._6 ,1_ 71. • 0??*_3 '.75*06 *_'_.._?.*36
1_44,4_ 1645 |,6 P,_ 14..,_. -I,q_4 .04? 0,_?_ ._?_ _3.4 ...n, nq ,?_*_4 .1_..!*0_4L
1567. Se 166. S 01.1 -4o71144. e *s.q?q .061 °@42 ._)'_ 2'%_ .P?*'_S ..._*n4 .I_V_L._4
1_11,e= _6q, g ,fl ,2 1610_ 01,$4_ .027 0,013'.1'.q 21.4 ,q_*^q ' ,44*_4 ._?_e?-36
_S?'_.Ie 16_1.? -._ ' o.1 _16307 -!.431 .O._*l 0.@_*? .t_6 ?_.! ._*_4 .l'**_e .2_e'*-_6
Illil4e 1i?,4 1.4 " 4,4 147,1 -1051S ,fl64 *t_ll 017.. _._*i .14*_6 ,13,_1 *737_?*_6
|4_1,4_ 164,4 1,4 fie? *.4A.4 *_,524 ,Oig **_!4 .47_. _1... 014*_4 ,'4,_.. .?*_:31_o_6
1_t6o?q 16604 ,? _,e 143,_ *_,514 ,OM **0_0',1_1 71,8 °!4,@4 .11,_.q .2*p_._%
. |q_..,47 14q,). 1,.6 7,1 144o2 01,_12 °_2t **P15 ,_?1 2_.5 **_*_6 ._*,9 e .??..21074
Iq_L'lq 167*6 "04 010.. !_7"4 *l*q$q *flll *_4_. °ln.. 21"_ *16''_ *1_6_q *q_Y_'_?*_4
1.sqN_S I 160,_ _0_ 5*6 163*! "I*:q_ in.._ -.n3_ ,14* 2_.4 .17,^4 ,17*_e ,3_?_o_ 6
"' .1_,_60 |61,6 -,3' -|07' |4..,4 -!,qg? ,0t_ *_ ,I.. ? 72.1 ,_?*_4 ,_*nq .374_30_
,. 76_2°_3 1_P, 4 *_ ,et 14_°4 *1,461 0_4S ,_11 ,174 ;_0_ .17,_4 ,ll*_q ,3_444-flAi " 74_,q) 16..,? _9. 163.? =l,g'_k ,m_6 ,_M .l?S _1.6 ._?*_ ,lq*_4 ,t6?_-5k
• 144"..*1..' I_'i*_ 01 . ,?.14_,0 01014" aOS_ **fl14 .17_ _*.? 01J*C4 .746_8 *..&4q?oni
1111, e4 160, T 10_ 7,_'141,6 -1,1?4 *_11 -*_4 ,_?T 2T,1 ,'0;_,n+. *22*0_ ,4'_e*_0_6
• +. . _61?,Sq I&i,? |,_ 1,1 161,4 -1.143 ,fl4O *_x*l °1_1 21,3 ,;1,_4 ,._?*_ .424|?._ i
._ . _ 14|?,_ 16004 1,6 ?,0 14_,0 01,t4_ ,0.16 o,_? *I73 2t*A *234_ ,211_1 066404-_A
' 16|5,_! 16?,II ,4 |,?'lkT.$ --1,9?0 ,_6fl ,I.1_ ol..q 2_,0 e_t*n4 ,|4,_ .443_-_4
16fq,40 li|oO I*q ?tO S&?.q -1,$_ *f)_l -,nlA *137 2_.4 ,934_4 .?_t._ .403_e.04
1t_1,_ 16O,4 !_3 i01 118.6 *lesq? olkll *,ill6 °177 _fl.l ,?_a._ ,76*_ .4i677-_6
1414o81 147,4 't,l 4,_ 169,6 *l*lql ,q06 **_1_ o'6T _0,2 ,214n6 ,29"_9 .q?}91*76
141_,qP III,4 ,6 1,1 16_,¢ -1,t_4 0014 ,_11 ,sT_ 1¢04 0116_6 ,_l*flS ,q_?O*_4






' TABLE VIII.- SUMMARY OF AERODYNAMIC DATA FORL
_: GEMINI X - Concluded
!/
;o T-TR, a, 1_ *A, oT, CA CN Cy IJD Mao Re Re_D P,o
!' |_46,2A 167,6 -*? *l,1 ?_t, 6 *!,601 ,OQ! o._9 ._56 I0,4 ,?_*06 ,30,0_ ,_16_n-_6164q, 3_ i7%4, ,_ 1,A _7%4 -10676"*0_4 -,D_? ,133.lt, n ,?_*r6 ,3n*n_ .q,lO?_,o04
161)|.20 ll.PI.+ ,_ _,3 16m,_ -l,6eA ,0411_1 0.0'*|. 01'.6+1'0. I ,P?*n6 ,31*n_ ,_12_-56
14s-3,?e 167.4 1,8 !,2 1_?,3 -l,_n! ,nna o,_e6 ,)63 ' 18,_ ,27,_6 ,32*0S ,6_613-0_
"_ l_'6,_.g 164,0 .4 loq l_q,_ -1,6_q *_Yq -,n_4 .443 18,,7 ,_l*r_6 ,33.n$ ,b_b_n-_4
,._ 1#6_._6 14511.1 -.6 -I.6 16%++ -?.4111 .n?3 -.ITS17',.'163 ll'.q_ ,3_*n6",'*_*0 _1 .?Pl'*2'*-nn,• LiT0*aS 1G?,1 ,+2 *q 16?.1 -|,54T .0 4'-._211._?L 1?.5 ,36_5 .4?60q .g'aJTT_.")6
' _'. |6?3,+? 170,6 lel 604 17_,6 -1,647 ,0n6. -,_74 _ ,164 t?,_ ,_*_6 .6_*_q *_?70o_4
16?5,_6 160,*? "+q #.,? 16% '_ -1,639 004S -,_)?2 : ,11 _p 17. I .39''_6 ,46.n_ ,84#!_.54 _
1442,17 !18,0 ,6 _,4 16%r_ *!,42§J ,_S? **026_,16_ 76.? .61*+s_ ._5,_ ._04o_*04
._ 16OS,0_ 16P,4 0,2 01,1 14_.4 *0?S0 ,_23 : ,?q_ 14.. _ .4X, n4 .q?*+_ .117?+-nq
1_._?,2_ |?0,$ ,6 _,4 17%q -1,657{ ,014 001_'.1_6 1_,4 .44*_ ,_l*PS_ ot21ZS-nS
.... 144Z,+_ 168,_+ 1,1 _,4 ?_qeq -|,4_ql ofl6g.-,n|+s',lqq 16._ ._t*n4 ._*n_ ._ip_'*oOel
144&*i_ |?0,S 1,1. ?*q 17%4 -_,46_ ,_11 -,0g_ ,!76 _,Y ._'_*4% *74"+ _ .14_I?*_
I?_4,1_ 17_,5 ,I 4°4 1?%S "1,67_ *451' *0_?',1_ 14,$ *54*_*4 .O3*nS .14_77.04
1?14,1 +, lliei l*_ 6,1 164,? -1,_6|. ,1_1 "*Omql,|_? 13*q ,4_*44 ,t|*46 ._I_0*++q
_714,1_ I?_*_ _*? 1,1 17_*q "I,664 ,_|2 ".0?? .!.11" _$*? ,6_*n4 ,t_*n_ *_?_?'5_
t?*+_*t* 170.0 .dL
.,., ,?_., -1.,+ .o,, -.o?+l.l?+ ,,._ .72."14,|l.n4 .?41r;f3.55
!?_1,1n 1?|,0 ,_ I.I !71,0 -1.44_' ,+t *_-,_._4..Iq? 11,? ,?q+_4 ._1*06 .??_r?_._
171_,_I 174,4 ,7 6,? s?+,4 -|.644 .0.qfl -._34 ,1|q !_._ ._*n4 ,14*_6 .3*t2_?._S
17_?,47 14S, 4 1,1 t.? 16+,q -!,442. ,+121 -,++nl.l?i. tl,' ,l+s*r? *+l*+s.6 .1461+-++
1734017 1&%_ ,t *q 14q, Z -1,6_5 ,074 -,D_4 l,16_ 11,$ -11*+'? t .?_*06 ,4_?_-04
_?)g*?l 164,_ 1,1 S,+ _ 14_,1 *1,4_5 *_64 *,_?_ .,16+ sfl. l ,?2,_v .41,n4 .467_?-49
_*737.1_ 16q,1 I._. go4 16_.1 -1.614 ,_?_ .,n_? +.164 10,4 .12, n? .?_*n6 .q_6?-Oq
!74_,44 |4_06 ,4 I.q 164,6 -|.61q ,0_14 -one4 ,161 4,4 ,|$6n9",77*44+._¢?l_*05
1744,?_ _6104 ,?' 101 14%4 o1..627 ,Q?I -,PI* ,1"! e.q ,!**r? ,24,_ .4_??qo0q
1154,04 1_,1 **l -!00 161,i -1,4Z_ ,O?i *_|+ .1_q I,l .sq, r? .!_6_6 0?!I75-54
• _ 1t11016 1?+.I *I 104 I?+,1 -1.4_.I .+?g. ,+n4 04+4 **q ,1"**e? ,SY*O* .446_?-_m
1154,1_ I70.4 -.t -.? 17%4 -l.ill .+?4 ,+414 .lit I._ .lilt+ .1+1% .I_481-01
, + 1_,44. 171,4 ,+ ,2 1_1.4 -I,424 ,0"*_ ,nsl ,1_ ?.l ,t+*e_ ,!_*_ ,qt,+A4=_q!?1_.64 I71e6 I*_ |*q |7101.1 --|*i_q cOT| "*_qq eft41 ?,6 .l_*i_? .,4_6fl6 *I+;+.e-46
! 171107_ 1?),4 o41 o10_ I71,+ -!,631 *fl11 0,_1_ .IJq)q To| el?lilT .,446_ ,l+V!ao+4
+ 4166.1_ i?3,7 ,7 6,?'|1q.7 -I,i_fl ._;l **_4_ .070 6. S .|4_e? ,SP*fl6 ,lP_q_-_4
• 1764,1fl 171,_ ,6 SeS tY%q -I,_2_ ,_11 *._q? ._'*? 6,_ ._4*P? .46*% **.!e1_-04
| l'_Tt.?/ IT1.4 0._ on.+ I71.S -1.444 .OO_ *.P11 .+sl* 4.e el**++? 04'**+4 .lSTl6-n6
P 1111.64 I?101 -.1 -l*? 171." -1.+II .OlA --0414 .+IS 5.6 .++*r? .41*n4 01T+_4-54
+ 1??$.64 171.? .4 1,q I?_,+ -1,4|1 ,+?+ .,+e+ .n+3 S,4 .tie*+ ,?**_4 ,+*3?+-04
. 1770,$I' I11*S !*q J01 171.4 "I,4_g *fl45 -,_6 ,O_t q,_ ,_6fP7 *lq*fl4 07_I_1-_6
! I?l_,ql' I?%? I*| q*? 19306 -|04_q ,444 -*_6_ .041 4,0 ,)'**r? ,43*44 o1_+14._14
! 1911,41. I?_*_ -,_ -|,4 lY;,l ol,411 ,_?! -,01_',nH 1,4 ,It*+? ,1114? ,1641_-_1
' | 1740,11 ITS,+ I*+ !1,6 174.0 el,tO| 0fl!4 -0461 *oqJ 3, T ,J11_? *+q*_? *|9?NTofl6
I?11,4S I?_,) ,! 1,1 !740_ -q,441 ,_10 0,@_i ,_4& _,1 ,?M,P? ,71,07 ,4_1?4-f_
• ltqTeS? |?4._ o.I' oi.4 +?4.0 -I,_q_ .+14S .8_ ._4_ + |._ ._S*eV *_*_? oqlf144-_4 _,
' + I?+I, 11 1?5,t *l,lioll, T tT•,T ._1,S46 .++? .P41 ,041 let ,)l,+y ,16"*+? .$q_ql-fl6
i ii_q, lT I?S,S -i*1 *14,S S?q,4 -I,1_1 ,_$4 ,014 ,_I h _ ,I?*_T ,IT*OT ,6_e_o_4
'_" ++i II_%11 + ITI.0 o.T -e.s IT+.* -I.1_1 .04_ .el0 .041 1,1 .$1*+*T .41.6T .T_0T-_4E
' IHI.41 I74.1, -,1 -I.1 IT_.l -1.1n4 .817 .+Pl .n41 I.e .I_*+? .4_*07 .I$161..4_
+" "+ lllhli' IT_T' oi' I.$ 971,T -I.,I .0M -.+Sl .0M 1.1'.41'**Y .41.0/ .ITII4-0_ _+.
• * + 1114.41 I71.1 -*1j -I.4.17h_ -I.'1'I)I e OM ,O__l .+___ _I_._. ,I0,+? _1,047 ,!_M1._11 ++
I , , ,,,, +
i
+ 1974014059-038
TABLE IX.- SUMMARY OF AERODYNAMIC DATA FOR
: GEMINI XI
T- TR, o, _' °A' aT' CA CN Cy UD M,_ Re ReZD P,o
\
116%'_.q 141.4 .? ?.'_ 11.?.4 -1.6o6 .IS1 . .161 ;._14 :'1.1 .4_*n4'.114,_1j .4_.-"*mo
IlJTeZN |4606 1.! 4,_ , |64.6 *le*q_+ ,_41 -*DIN ' .2_ _. 51.? ; *66*_4 .61,_ .?1461._ O
L_qq*?O 16_,_ !.8 4, A _61.I -1.681 ' *_N_ ,_PS .?m6 ?q.q ,_S*r4 ,44,_ ,?A?_-_N
_ _ _ _ * ? _ _64 *4 ?* ? ?* ? L 164._ -!,411 *O_N -.014 ' .2_ ?N.6 e91*_4 .411_1 *?1164"_N
11S4*Z1 ; 144,1 2.2 ' 7,6 ! 164. r, -1,416 *_?n **_!? .21n 1%1 *_6"_ .47,_1 ._IZN_-_|
1401,_ 141ol 2*3 16,1 146o_ -1*4gS ,1_1 -,_11 ,?_1 14._ ol?*n4 *?_*')I .12400-:_7
I_11. q? 144,7 ?,q'11,9114%4 -1,441. ,_'-,0_ .216 ?_.l',_Z*_q ,14*_1 *trq6_'_?
1414"11 |66*| ?,4 10.4 ' 145._ *I,4|q *_NOI -,_? .I1t ?N.6 .1_*_q .11,_4 +?_4-01
14_1,20 164,6 !,1 ' l?,q 16%| *!,49_ ,ON| ' *OtiS' .Z_* 17._ ._q*_q .1t,_14 .?_6_4-'tT
147%6_ 16%0 9,1 ??,_t141,_ -1,q_ ,_1_'-,I_. ,1_6 Zk,_ ,?_*rq .11,06 ._11_*_7
|4?leTq 161,6 -|,q: -qol 14_,4 -|.qt?_l *_61 ,_k' ,141 ??*_ *?_*_I *IS*_& °;?116._.?
141_,q_ |67*t "1,. q -t*q 16?,_ -1.644 ,_?_ -*_!?..116 ??.4 *_1*_S .t4*_4 .?eT3q-_?
|640,6_ 16t,6 "1,1 -6,0 1&q*q -|*S._7 ,_6_ -*._l_ *_ ?6.Q ,?_*rl .?O_n_ .11_7_-_?
1647. T_ 16_.7' -+6 -_,1 L_N.? -I,5_! *011 r *_.15 .Ik_. _6 4 .??*^q .11,_4 ,I_0_I-_?
1"64. il liT, 4 ?,5 1_,_ |_1.? -1*6_? *fl|l -*_fl? ,?_& ?7*fl ,3_*_qq .1t*_6 ,6_61_-_7
14610_1 ' _66*N + 4,? ' I?*S 166,? ' -|.661 ._91 ' -,_11 ' ,P_4 16.e .|?*r5 ,ZI*_4 .4111._0_?
|ilO*?J 147. I 1,6 I _,1 |&?.q 01oI_ *_1q -,_16 *I16 ?(.I °._q*_q 011,_ °44_110_?
)6:SEN* 141*) 100 13*_ 147, n --I,4q4 *0?? -,_q* ,!47 16.4 ._q*_I ._6,_4 .*,q6_6-_T
|6J1* e* 144,4 -,1 "!,6 i 141. q ' -|,§_6 *_51 -*_tn ._q4 _**_ o_q*_5 .1_*_ .?|?_*_?
1644.1_ |4q.1 -.1 -el 161*q *_.SO? ._|t ' ,@?'F .|4_ _4. q *54*_q .4|6fl4 .?6&_|-_7
1661,21 16|,4 i,6 i I1.? ' 164,6 -I.S_3 °fits ,_I_ ,lq_ ?_01 ,51,_1 °61,n4 ,?n_q_-a?
1661,46 161*S leo 1,1 141,6 -|.4q? 006"+ -._!N .1_1 ?_.q ,*?*el ,i?*_* .eqqsl-5?
. 1471,45 166,3 -,fl ",I ' 14%3 -!,S_4 ,_14 ,001 .111 14*_ ,4?*nq .q_*_6 *_?_P*-ST
I_14.14 161.4 -.4 03.5 ' 16q06 -loeb? .0?9 e_?? ! *_'_ ?q. ? 011.ri ' .eq._4 .10*11-_
i -liqqo o_?A ,ill4 *_1 ?e,6 ° ft*_S 04|*_4 .11111-fl&1661._51141046|4do&14q*?l.S|.6 |l*&toO |6q04141.6-|.1_I *_2_ -.rAq .111 Pq.t .TiOgA ._q*_4 .l|qi?-A4
1411,70 141*_ I*_ ' _,_ _64.1 01,_06 ,fl44 ,0_4 ,|qe pet? ,_S*_q ,?t*_4 ,111n?-O&
16s1.61 164.6 I.6 1.4 I,I.I 01.501 ._?S -._61 .14t _q.fl..47*_q .16.._6 ..6_?-54
16q1,11 141..I eq I.6 ' 1*1*1 -loSnl ,OSl .+11, ,14? 16.4 oOZeS ,?q,n_ .,*_110,s*
'+ 1465,1_ 160*q I,$ 11,+ 14+.* *l,+|S ,roll -._ll .'40 _6,¢ °It*P* ,lt*_4 .'_11m-_6
1411,41 161,6 Iol Im, 6 161,4 -1,111 ,ml++ -.fltA ,_6_. 2*.6 ,66*19 .IS*m6 .1914m-04
Iq_1.il 16i.6 |01 1.*:4 141.6 -1._11 .0+1 ._M ._4_ 1'6,1 .q?*_S .q_._4 ,144_+-56
11_I,41 ' 161.1 I*: + SeN' 161.? ' -|oil?' .OITt -0015 . .|ql _.l . .ql+_l ,qll_ ' .17116-'161504.11 161.T . lel 164.7 -1,$;6 .011 BOSh. ,+q? .+).l 01_*m6 .e?*_ .ITq6?-mA
I107,11 111.1 I.I 1101 144,+ -l,qll 01+4" 00016 I111! ?l.l ,11,+'6 ,Im_l I.16110*.m6
• . 1610"17 14l.$ el ,e. 141._ -I.6_I 0417 10?l *_41 714.I .11"_6 *111_ *!II_4_i'_16
II11,61 14_.4 leq 10"I '111.6 "10114 ._4_ "._II .I+? 71.6 .11116 ,ll*+q *I+11_*--_6
II14*61 161.4 l*_ %6 ' 141.6 -I.161 ,_ll .,_ll .l*l 71.6 .lI*+sl .ll*_q .lll?+-_l
1116,+1 36q,4 I,l I, t 161.1 -I0144 eft?) *_1 ,114 ?$,1 ,1t4"4 ,11,41 ,??+qet-fl6
151q,64 161._ *l hi 161,4 *I.I_4 ,0lP *1_I .ill ;113 ,_+*_4 01_1_ .76_?+-16
I_91,11 I_1.l " 1.9 |0"_ 14%1 -1.111 ,017 -,_I i,_I 71.? ,II*P6 ,1.I*_ .?6?le.A,
111411_ II0,4 101 ?.q 111"$ -l.lll ,01fl *.fllT ,144 11,1 ,14114 014*_q .1q9q1006
11|4..41 111.? " Iol +oN tll.l -1,161 ,All .+I_ ,161 ?I._ .tI*16 ,ll*H .?ll?fl._l
life+l| 161.I 101 1,q 14_._ -I.161 .1t_9 -.._d_l,IT? _?,l ,tq*_ °Iq*5.a .;+lI'_'16
Illl.ll I_0"0 1,6 1,1 14101 "l.e$l ,01_ ,_*|q ,II4 ?;*& *sI*PI ,sl*_q +.1_4_11-&6
lll+*ll III*T 1,I I*I llkli. 9 .llqq4 ,_ll --0_II el?? _04 el&*atA .I&IFI4 1_16_9--_+_
I*Ik,l_ 161.1 l*l I.! 'lll,l "leq6l 0_I *_ll .Ill 11*| +.14"T6 .14,_ .l_Itl-_l
. lqll*l? 161.1 1,1 P*I+II_.I "I.166 *_II "0_ ,I_I t_,_ *16**S* *ll*0_ *I_76_-16
+ +. 1161,19 III.I _,I II,+ +l&l_fl+"I*+&l *_@Jq ",49_ *I_I II.? +.I_*_6 .t_*_ .lll11-+&
• llll,4l |41,4 .I 406 lliel -_,qTI ,fill .0_q .lit 11*q ,III_6 1171_ °l_619.fl&
+ > 114q*6_ lll*l ' 1,6 l*ql 161.I -I,17_ ,06_ ,006 .Ill _1,4 _,_I*_ .ll*_q .I1619._& +i
tlll,+l 170,6 "oN -,4 I_%6 -1,511 0,007 *III emil !106 011,m6 ,tl*_ ,111"/-06 %
1910,6_ ll+,l 1,4 II,I II_._ *I,66_ *III .III .111 II.I ,lq_4'.10+E@ I .l_l&+_14
Ie_I,61 167,9 I,I l,e It_*6 -I,16_ ,114 ,H_ ,I_I I_,I .Ik+'4 ,?0,_ ,16_16-_6
19°q,_I LIO.$ I,_ 14,1 140"1 -l,l_q ,_44 .llrl .114 Plo_ *I_*_6 *II*_$ ./1716-_4
I_IV,10 161.I I*I hq Itq_l -I,116 ,011 "*_II .s71 71.1 ,_*_'I ,tl*01 ,_,'_'k_4-_4 i
144_._6 I40"0 |.t 10.4 J61*q -I.!11 *_$ **OM ot_6 _l.fl o11._6 .11._4 ._144_*46
lllhl6 111.I hi 16.I I11*P *l,ll_i ,041 *,114 el_l _0"I ,ll+Pi ,_I*N .I14_I
1161.11 I70,4 "*I "I,1 "I7%1 _I,1_I ,4_I-,010 .111 _0,6 ,IT+_6 ._t*_q .16611-06 i




': TABLE IX. - SUMMARY OF AERODYNAMIC DATA FOR
_ GEMINI XI - Concluded
i,
_ T-TR, a, iS, • A, aT,
.. SlC deg dig dig deg CA CN Cy L/O M,=, Re RO2D P,o
_Tleql I&e,t i :/ ,1 l_q. 1 -|,6n6 ._40 -.(_6| ,lql ?n. 1 .zq*_6 .?g*_,q .5t!_6-_&
_.i lqTq,l_' I 1?0,4 ' 1 t.O 14%1 -1,_.14 .'_? -,On_ ,_qq I".Q .?_,nM ,_e,ne ,I_665-n6
k574*2 O 16|*41 2*S !1*5 |6q*4 -!,4_ b 0n54 -.O_e .|_e I,.? *_4 ,?4e_q ,S?OnOoO_
:! 1_51,_T _40,1 ' *0 .1 14%! -1,6Z4 *011 o,010 ,144 14.5 *_*_ *12*_S i ._14''=_6
1514,42 !11.4 ,? 3.4 145.4 -1o611 *_?q *,n?* .414 1".1 ,4e*q_ ,15,_5 0&?_44-06
1511),41 _47*? _I*6 7, q 164,4 -1.4_4 *_64 *,_?t ,494 11*q *]l*_G ,16,fl_ , .?n4F_-06
S_ !q¢1,!_ _&qoT I** T*q 14".4 "1,444 ,541 0.05_ *_15 ?S*? .31,_4 .5?,0_ *41_24o0&
1551,44 165.5 I .Jl ' 4,1 l&4. q "!,_2_ ._q| *.064 .|11 li*& . _1_4' ,5"*_q ,?6?5_-5&
15qi*4q !40.6 1.5 14,5 !4%'t -1_41&. "*_il o,_4 *114 11.1 *}1"_6. *_1'_5 *l_l**_&
_" 1151,I a 14_*7!1* ? !_,5 ITn._ -!,641 ,011;*,0S4'..115*1_,_,_q*_6 .41*_9'.q,12e.0k
|6_|*01 16:*_ I,q q.q 165. q -1.64} *_72 -,OC_" ._.4| I?,_ .1)?*_4 ,44*_q .q_?o_o_&
!1_t,1_ lYI.4 !,1_I|,4 _71,1 -1*651 *_'**I_' .0el ! 14.6 .11,_4 .4q*_q .4eq_-_6
+ Ii_-6*16 170*_ *7 4.1 |?+.1 -1.641 *_6t -*O_l ._1_ |T,4 .4?*_&' ,516_t *|5461-05
|6_.q, 15 !11.4 ,0 ._ ' |45.4 *l*&_6 *_R4 *oOfll ._44 1?,1 .61*_4 ,q4*_q ,111_-_5
'_1%?0 170,? ,a _.1 !70.6 -1,45| *_1t .011 .114 14, q .44,_ .'m*_5 ._!._!!-_5
IMI1,07 1?1,1 !,1 15, T 14_oe -!,655 ,01_ -,_14 .14_16.4 0_6_6'*&_'95 .1201_005
16140,l 1?_,4 ?,I '!2,1 145.? =_,il5 0_65 -,064 ,_15 16*q ._l_n6 ._*n" *114_8-5S
|t1%14 '140,1 1*7' ¢*?' I4%1 "1,6"4 *055 -.07 _, ,141 ' |6,1 .5n_4 ' .41,_5 *!5461*05
1615*!_ ITO*_ I,I |01 I?%7 -1,465 0011 °,_11 ,141 |_*l ,$1*_4 .41,_5 ,141_?-5_
1614,46 |71*1 I*N ' 11,2 I?1.0 -I,641 *026 -,0_ ,1't4. t. 506 05_*_6 .45,_ ,|6"*_-_q
1174,41 |41,0 1,4 q*? _T%e -!,64_ *_1q -,0;! ,|1" 1%1 .q_*n4 .?q*_S .lq4_n-_q
|t14,$6 ' I?_,1 ' 1*1 ' 1,_ 17%t' -1,444 ._?_ -,12_ ._4_ 15.1 *S?*_ ,_4*nl ,l*l?i._S
:- 145T,52 I?|,I I.4 II.I I?I,_S -I,4Tq ,021 -.OTM ,51_ 15,4 .i_**'_M ,11.(_ ,7_LoO'i
lt_4,6, !41,_ 1*q' 17.I _4%1 -1_665 *GIT -,_*4 ,*14 "_1.l ,?'_*n4 .15*_4 *??*;fl-_5
• 1141*11 I?_11 |,? IoN 175,_ -I,455 *_69 -otiS* ,1|6 1_.? ,466r4 ,!!*n6 .145_1-_5ti
,tl 164?.14 ITa,_ I,T q*" I4%1 -I,¢41 *%1 *,n44,,914 _,_ ._5,n6 ,15*% ,?*_lT*_q
1i4".45 q?1*1 112 I_0" 17_*" -10661 0_41 -._15 ' .11_ t2.4 .46,fls ,16*_M .t_J_o*_q
5451,50 171,1 1ol I,! 142._ -!,6_¢ ._16 -,_75 .,_11 1_.5 .I_P? ,le*_4 .lTl$|._e,
ll54.46 I?_*! .i leo 142.| -1,164 05_t -._21 : .t_I 1105 011,Pv .20"_I .4_6140_S
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Figure 1.- Relationship of _,erodynamtc angles and coefficients to
body axes.
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Figure 3.- Gemini entry module dimensions.
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